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FARMING.

WTihI

we would he understood bv tin; term used
the heading of this article is, less breadth and
better manuring, and better cultivation. .More attention to special crops, increase of hay produced
•is

upon a given area, more and better stork, and. lessening off the bulkv products of tin1 farm, like
hay, potatoes, and grain, to any considerable exMore attention to !i uit culture and stoeku-iiig. In a word a step onward and upward.
W. go over too much laud, le tter turn part of our
ti' ids out to pasture, and to grow up to wood then

tent.

heard but not heeded. The President, thoron the whole subject, conimunicated all the facts in a special
message, told Congress that the powers confided to him were wholly
to
the
occasion, demonstrated the absoinadequate
lute necessity of further legislation, and
implored
1
them not to postpone it, for the danger, imminent
i then, was increasing with every moment of delay.
| To all tiiis they were as deaf as adders. Thev
| could be reached by no appeal to their hearts or
j consciences. They neither adopted the executive
| recommendation, nor gave a reason for refusing,
j If any measure having the least tendency either to
j restore peace or prepare for war got so far as to Ik*
proposed, it was uniformly referred to a committee,
| where
i! was sure to he quietly strangled. The isI
sues
of life, and death to the nation hung upon their
j
; action, and they would not lift a linger to save it.
No legislative body, since the beginning of the
world, ever behaved in a great crisis with such
vandalous disregard of its duty.
But if there were no statesmen among the managers ot that Congress, there were plenty of demagogue': if they were indifferent to the fate of the
nation, they were intensely alive to the interests of
their faction ; if ’he regular committees slept supinely on the great questions submitted to them, the secret committee, spawned by a caucus, went browling about with activity as incessant as it was
stealthy and malignant". You could not gainsay
the views which the Administration took of the flown duty or vours, nor deny the wisdom of the recommendations they made; hut you could, and did,
an-wer them with a storm of personal detraction.
The air was filled with falsehood; the atmosphere
was saturated with
slander; the voice of truth was
drowned in "the loud roar of foaming calumny.”
This crusade was conducted with so much vigor and
success, that some members oftno Administration
were pursued into private life by the rage of the
partisan mob, and thousands of the worthiest men
in the land were actually imprisoned and perseouh d
almost to death for nothing worse than expressing
a friendly opinion of them.
The messages of the
President will stand forever a monument to the
wi<dotn. foresight, and honest patriotism of the e\enitive Administration, while history will proclaim
through all time the dishonor of that Congress
w hi h could answer 'ii*-h
appeals with nothing bur
vituperation and insult.
It wa.' at such a juncture that Mr. Stanton was
appointed to take a high and most confidential place
in the Administration. His language glowed with
gratitude, his words spoke all the fervor of personal dev >t i« *11 to his chief and his colleagues: he gave
his thorough approval to the measures winch they
thought necessary to preserve the unity of the nation in the bonds of peace. Vet you inform us that
lie did immediately put himself in communication
with the opposition: sought out you and others
whom he had never known before, and sought you
solely because you were enemies of the Administration; offered himself as your spy, and did act for
you in the capacity of a false delator; went skulking about at midnight to aid you in defeating the
measures which with us he pretended to support ;
for-gathered witii your secret committee, and gave
you assistance in carrying on your personal warfare against Ins benefactors; nay, worse than all
that, h-' helped you to trump up a charge of treason
against one of his colleagues'—a charge which he
knew to he falsi—a barge for which, it it had been
true, that trusting friend might lawfully, and would
deservedly, have been hanged by the neck until lie
< >h ! it was too foul; it was
was dead.
beyond the
lowest reach of comparison. If your story be unfounded—if Stanton, alter all, was a true and honorable man—how will you answer in the judgment
day for this horrible outrage on his memory and
on the feelings of his friends:'
were
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To have the

j Katrine,”

PAUSE.

said

I, “but I

don’t want the

imploring

hands of her
Clasped on his shoulder, and his cheek
Fl ushed over slowly hy the stir
< >f
thrilling hair, and not to speak ;

An old lady om i1 -aid. “that sailors must have an
i easy time oi it. for all they had to do was to put tip
run these at the low standard we an
now doing. their sails
rich cream-covered milk that had been proand let the wind blow; them along.”
To see within the uplifted eyes
j
The practical difficulty to higher farming is the ; Very much like this is a
I cured with great trouble from the country,
More than the fallen fringes prove
prevalent idea of farming
w mt of fertilizers.
It randy pays to use oomnier- among classes of people not’praetieally acquainted
to make a prize pudding for a dinner party
Knough to hide, to see the rise
An idea formed partly from newspaper
()f tear-drops in them and not move:
i that T
i.d manures, at a distance from market and trans- with it.
gave to some of my friends. Katrine
statements of large crops, and partly from a painful
was pure eitv-bred, and never had seen such
portation. The great mass of farmers must depend practira’ knowledge of the retail prices of the proWould this he strange? As yet at Iasi
What weary man may not do this.
ision dealer. Farming is seen in the distance, enipon their own resources fur what fertilizers they
looking milli before in her life; she supposed
its aid.
The
Seeing when the longer pursuit is past.
whispering
; it spoiled, and into the swill-pail it went.
Muck, peat, leave-, roadside wa-hing-, turf, chantment lending
To only cease how sweet it is?
breeze through shady groves," “the rivulet wimiWe had had our porker about a month,
“am, and dirt, can be u-ed a- absorbents to pre- I
ing by mossy banks,” the “plaintive lowing of the
To only cease and he as one
and lie had grown with marvellous clerity.
\c>;r
wist
Of lliii.i.! U:iU UJVbui TllC-< JllmiP j cuttle.” reach and make their impress on the souls
Who, when the fever leaves him, lies
The eondilion of tilings in my hack garden
I of tlie city denizens, tired with hrick walls, and the
I'tir but little \altie.
< arelcss of what is come or gone,
'stle and bustle of city life. Those are all true;—
occupied a very large share of my attention;
he
cannot
;ito
yet
realize;
then
prmiirilv
e--,ir>
keep -lock; realities lobe enjoyed: but the fanner deals with
^Wliieh
for though small, it has been liberally stoekmaim:
and (hi should be carefully facts i:i connection with those which to the city man
For all his liltle thought is spent
pr. In
ed and diligently eared lor, and (here was
In wandering what it was that gave
lii .and not sinlere.l lo \vasL(>.
11 we increase rob them of their romance. A little girl once riding
in the country wi’.h her parents, saw with great
To lie so quiet and content
quite a rivalry between my neighbor Jones
stork we increase our manure heap, this in
! and myself in Ibis matter. Jones boasted of
While yet he is not in the grave.
delight a Hock of sheep feeding in a meadow. W ith
orn will enable u- to increase the
the
produel- of
imagination all aglow, from pictures and story
I very superior erudition in these tilings, and
iarm tor their support.
This is the only way at books, she sprang from the carriage, and ran toliving a gentleman of leisure he had more
wards
hut
her
ardor
was lessened when she
them;
OUR PORKER.
present practicable for the'mass of the farmers. I!
iliine to look after them than I had; but I
found herself in mire and water, and the sheep in'v>mc ma> sell the produce of the larm and
huy ma- ; 'lead of coming at her call.flying, frightened away.
“A pig!” 1 exclaimed in great astonish- i struggled hard not to be distanced. There
nure in return, Where
With romantic ideas and high wrought fancies, ment,
they are favorably situated
pausing in the aet of helping Nellie to was no disputing the point of Jones' Isabellas
man
a
line
farm,
not
but
that
city
t“
buys
doubting
ilie- and large villages. It lit the great hulk of
a slice of the steak.
We were at breakfast. being rather ahead of mine, hut in most rewealth and happiness will naturally How upon
the farming community can not do tlm-.
(Jnvn him.
“Yes, my dear,” said Mrs. Dobbs, “a pig. j speets I felt myself his peer.
lb buys of a broker, from an advertisement
I
’■“ps plowed under series good purposes in reno- skillfully framed and fancifully worded, lie comes j \Ve could keep one just as well as not. and it
September showed our garden rich with an
atiug some kinds of soil, and oft times can be used ! '' illi city tastes, ideas, and habits, ami without any ; would he quite a little item of saving, when j abundance of tomatoes, cabbages, onions,
real practical knowledge of his new business. The
i beets, beans, and so on, while the apple-tree,
■ I
vautageouslv. Deep plowing on some soils will fact is a common one, and we are familiar with the j meat is so high.”
hive good results, on others will work injury.
“Why, Susan, you’d have to buy 1'e >d for the two plum trees, and the grape-vines hung
result; we can predict it with almost certainty in
what heavy with their load.
It he has money, we expect to see a it—corn and apples, and I don't knot
I nderdrainiug will be a sure means of rendering every case.
One day our porker got out of his pen, and
on the farm buildings, adding much
all—it
would
cost
more than it would come
generous
outlay
productive wet, retentive soils. The fanner has to their beauty and
went rooting around in the garden with a
attractiveness; unstinted sup- to.”
upon the .same farm, oft lime- a variety of-oil each ply of latest improved and costly farming tools and
“No,” persisted my wife, “it would not, tumultuous exercise of his sudden freedom.
•t which needs a dillereiil trealmenl and a special
machines; fancy, high priced breeds of domestic
James. Father always kept a pig."
; * >f course the women never saw him ; it was
harnesses
and
in
"hurt,
animals;
stylish
wagon.-;
fertilizer.
This is part of the tanner's business to
“Hut lie lived in the country.”
washing day, I believe. The havoc he had
style and fam v everywhere and in everything:
id out and treat accordingly as they require. No
“That makes no difference. 1 was talking made by the time T came home at night was
necessary, indispensable, to a successful business
m ral direel ions will cover th“-e various cares or
in the city, and not incongruous, (inharmonious on with
neighbor Jones about it over the fence thrilling to witness. Nobody could tell how
pplv to tli sum kind of soil differently situated. the farm; but as a monied investment will not pay. yesterday, and lie said we threw away swill | long he had been out of his pen; but judging
Mis crops, from to him unforeseen and inexplicable
I N cry farm-r that has a good garden should
to keep ten pigs.”
by the devastation I witnessed lie must have
cause, fall far short ol iiis expectations; everything enough
•aru from it a lesson of higher farming.
“1 should like to know what Jones knows] been out since morning. Tennyson’s verse
goes
ITpoti
wrong, and lie finds his capital yearly lessenin “Maud” may give a a faint indication of
Soon tin* farm finds its way hack to the about our swill,” said J.
oat little spot ot highly worked and manured land ing.
broker'- hand-, and our friend retires to the city, ;
he judged from his own experience, my emotions, as I stood in the hack door that
harvests large returns.
Should b*‘ apply the
“Why,
and
with
Not
loss
so
is
sick
his
disgusted
farming.
evening:
He keeps a pig.”
one principles to hi- held culture lie would also
wife, to whom the quiet of the country, and the James.
“And while we are on the subject, Susan, ! “The roots of my hair have stireil—
and iti-- « arc.- of the farm have proved uncongenial to ae-.
reap unteli larger return-, both of mom
I’ll just take the opportunity to say that I do; And my pulses closed their gates with a shock on
qiiired tastes and habits.
fa tion. than lie now does.
my heart."
While we practical farmers deplore the final re- not approve of your flirting with married
Mr aim should b* to make <»iir firmenlarged sult of the
There was nothing lo do now, however,
city man’s farming attempt, we cordially men over the fence.”
trdciis, and should In* so div ided into pasturage, welcome him to our midst. Such an one is a posi“James, do be serious ! Flirting, indeed— but to put him back in the pen. As he had
‘V
od-laud and tillage, that this could he rendered a tive good to the town in which he settles. Not onwith pigs and swill for a basis of con versa- j grown, porker had developed a very ugly exdo
his
and
methods
to
farmly
improvements
give
reality instead of an ideal picture. Higher farmpression of countenance, and as 1 looked at
ing a tinge of romance, lifting it above the level of i lion. You just want to vex me.”
iuj i- the aim of the Agricultural
press, of writers common drudgery and servile toil, Imt shrewd, ob“Oh, pigs are a pretext; anything will do him now, with his tushes protruding in a
•ii farming topics, and the urgent
need of our servant, practical farmers glean lessons of wisdom, for a
pretext when a woman is determined to most villianous way, I confess he was not a
and coin gold from his unstinted experiments. And !
nation.
1 knew a woman once who tried to cheerful sight for a timid man. However, I
flirt.
if in a moment of disgust and disappointment he;
a big stick and
<’hini, whom we denominate, in the arts and
went at him with loud
throws hi- farm upon the market at a price less use a portrait of her dead grandmother as a got
sciences as only civilized. Show- us the capabili- than its cost-, the practical Yankee farmer i< not
pretext for a flirtation. And as for Jones—” ‘•shoos’’ and extravagant llourishings of my
He eyed me quietly out of his victies of higher cultivation.
She supports an iudi- slow to .secure it with its improvements.
shall not
on in that weapon.
j “Now, Janies,

j

|

|

■

j

••

you
go
Look at
way; before the children, too.
Nellie’s eyes.”
Perhaps you'll pretend,” I continued, i
•that Jones didn’t bring you a bunch of his
Isabellas at the same time—”
“Yes, and you ate the best part of them
last evening yourself, for 1 saved them for
you, and you know, Mr. Jones’ graps are
much superior to ours ; I’m sure I’m thankful for all he gives me. Will you get a pig
ultuia
\
vestments?
ltather does not common sense teach for me, James, or won’t
you?”
u- that a man's opinion of what he has no know“Oh, if you ask it as a favor Susan, ol
ledge i- valueless? Why iheu shall fanners he ex- >
OUR HOUSES
peeled to look tor advice ;o an instructor of this j course I will. I'll gel you anything that
da--.
At our agricultural fairs, the orators, hoi will lie a source of pleasure, you know ; but
the} lawyers, poiith inns, or men of other profes-1 if you want a pig for a pet, don’l try to pro-1
v
fanner*.
all
*t
I
i
heir
nlativrin
Many
copy
-ion-, almost invariably dwell on the dignity, hon-1 tend it’s for
economy’s sake.”
the
|■ eeli011 of their
humtill too file |.» he or, and in general terms, of the protit of farming. !
•A pet!” pouted Susan.
How ridiculous I
The sameness of the ofl repeated dose excites !
medied, liiey discover that a farm home and a
nausea, and hut little are we really instructed!' you are! I detest pets.”
l> resilience are * ivo di- im l elasses of buildings. What would be
“Then whv don’t you avoid thorn, inv
thought of a man who should adI lie farmer needs lirst <»i all, a eomniodiotis, handy. dress a body of merchants, on the dignity and pro- dear?”
tit
of
mercantile
business?
Or
vers
or
of
law
physiarranged kitehen. lb-re th-- \ arioiis processes
“What are you driving at ? I know.”
cians in regard to tin* honor and profit of their reii t »or life, tak'
phi'-e* tlie churning, washing, | spective
“Why, you are in one now, Susan. He
professions? A little flattery occasionally,
•okiiic,and often i- me t for a dining-room, as if delicately served, is not
unpalatable; but farmers calm. The coffee with get cold.”
well aMrs. l)obb gave one despairing look, and
e.n.king-room. II should he arranged so are not all so ignorant and gross as to accept it
wholesale; and if any one desires to instruct us, then poured the coffee. Hefore 1 left the
'.'ia!
water and wood will he conveniently near at
we shall be bappv to bear him on any point in
house 1 had promised to sec about getting a
ill.I, an t filled with virion- lah■»r-'*aving devices
farming on which his know ledge is superior to ours, i
n t
improvemeuts, that -o lighten and laeiliiate , From these different causes the public mind is to-1 !>>£•
lav agitated with the questions. Does farming pay,
Now il then.* is any eatable animal l know
w an in'" work.
\\ iter *h »u\d hi' brought in to a
j
and Mow to make farming pay.
I ess about than I do about another, it is the
-tern neat the "ink and stove if po-sihle: Urn
It seems singular that the public miuil should pig.
1 remembered ha\ ing seen pigs alive
ivc
j
on the farm and
e*m i- ot vet importam
have lived and deliuile ideas ol every profession when I was a
boy; but since I grew up my
V
I after the kitehen, <■ me
>e
m I trouble
and line of business except farming. Strange howbeen
of
the
has
confined
j
species
I’hi- sii.uiid I* also of good pro- ever as it may appear about ttiis it seems to be knowledge
mg-room.
completely befogged; and the questions above to the porcine corpses I have seen suspended j
m l m cold Weal her w ariii-'d by rill
»pni staled are revolved over and over.
looked at on from hooks in market places, and to certain
No le .ding apparatus i- *•» liealthv ot more
both sido, discussed,—and still various and con- works of ait in which
they had been rep re-j
flicting
ve
tie*
if
The
matter
is looked at sented—not in
11 1 u
eeUitiU*'
till
tl
lit
e
aill*.'
to
opinions prevail.
-pi e,
landscapes, T may remark; j
different
classes
from
different
and
by
standpoints,
whole j- iplite l> ee.momic.il,
c.ie, an I no He
j through various lights. Mv standpoint is this;— so il there had been a market for live pigs j
iIh side it- utilitv i
liwlv and plcm mt, and
born and bred on a farm, ancestors farmers as far ad joining my studio 1 could not have selected
arms the heart with it- cheerful glow, a- well as | bark as my knowledge reaches, til a purely farming
T thought
an available one from the lot.
■it. outward man.
11 i** far preferable to air-tight community, my associations were will) the farm, about it a good deal during the day, and the
and fanning was ever to me a source of pleasure.
result of my meditations was,that on my homeThis
tove". turua.-c". or other warming nnuiis
Commencing on my own account at the age ot
a circuit
.out should he* carpeted, and it" wall- adorned
twenty-one, on a few acres of land, and in circum- ward way in the afternoon I made
stances near the bottom of the ladder, and now around by the residence of l’eler Tan Popp,
^onie kind pro•\ilh pictures, an l a.ptacic
alter twelve years’ trial, my experi- a Dutchman whom I
employed to take care
led toi paper- and 1» »k-. r<*a I v at hand for c\ erv though only
ence
in I observation ionium me in the
opinion
ism. moment, so tint wln-n we are not cultivat- that farming is tlie most healthful, natural, and of my garden, and to do such other heavy
tie necessary about the house
A
desirable business, and in a pecuniary sense, sure work as might
m- ih
"'.t! we may i.e improving the mind.
from time to time. On consultation, I found
fionie-like sit! mg-room, is one of the and reasonably satisfactory ; that failures to make
lea-unt
farming pay are due only to a want of a right that Peter was just the man for the business,
ne. essities
»t home.
The parlor! Would leav e out
adaptation of means to the end.
lie had a brother who kept a small farm in
entirely from the farm-house; it is a costly ornaOur city friend fells lie cannot make
farming the. vicinity of Schralenburgh, back of the
II i> often liilislied pay. Why? simply because he does r.ot undep
ment ol hut little real servi- c.
Palisades on the Hudson ; and Peter said :
the business, and fails to make a right
m
adapostly style, and furnished at great expense,to he stand
“Next week I goes oop to see Hans, and
tation of means to the end.
The public mind
-hut. up like some costly sepulcher, or holy shritn
labors under the wrong impression that anybody my vile she, goes along too, so I brings you a
and opened only upon rare occasions, “when dohti can farm successfully. On the contrary it should pig home, Mr. Tropp.”
'smith conies a courting, or the minister alls to be viewed in the same light with any other busi“Good!” said I. “Pll pay your fare for
ness requiring thorough practical knowledge.
But
ik. tea,” and then its >t if. polished, repelling air
trouble, Peter, besides the price of the
your
farming lias iliis exception, it is more difficult to
A good one, now! None ot your snubput- all on a starched Up, unfamiliar, <*ru-t v feeling, master. Three years application to almost
any pig.
other business, will furnish a man with the re- nosed, pug-eyed fellows, you know—a sleek,
not at all to he e impaled with the eo/.V feeling and
to follow it, lint no three
years intelligent one.”
nnelike receptions of lie* >iftiug-room. Perhaps quisite knowledge
will do that outlie farm. A little practical infor“Yah,” said Peter.
with mation
wc are somewhat biased, hut we viv away
lie
sufficient
to
ensure
success in raismay
A few days later the pig caiue.
1 was just
sti’-h incongruous nonsense from tie* wide, open,
ing a single crop in one season; but the raising and
of varied and successive crops, the rearing leaving the house to go down town when 1
selling
ot
the
formalities
tr.-c
It
do
for
tin*
ountry.
may
met Peter with the pig in a bag.
or buying, earing for, and final disposition of flic
•tie-., hut u i" a nuisance in the country.
farm stock, the ready practical solution of all
“I got him,” Peter remarked—very unnecHe
eeping-rooni" should he ample and have questions from seasons, soils, manures, Ac., everyessarily, however, for the pig announced the
|c.i"ii means for ventilation. This matter of thing in fact coming under the head of farm man- fact
loudly in his own behalt. Nothing but
involves a knowledge and judgment re•in.he on is cipially important for all the rooms, agement
quiring long years of study and practice, and a pig could have squealed so.
•in it ih<* giea faults of house- of all classes, miwhich not even a life time would serve to make
“Where I put him?” asked Peter.
ss
\\r ev .-pi tie* poorlv built,
open eronnied eot- perfect.
“Oh, put him in the barn,” said 1. There
ige of the p.-i»r js hi the lack of j.roper ventilatOne other vital point to success is the choice of a is a barn attached to our house, but there
farm. Our young men look to the west, and many, was
Ini- should he particularly looked
ing mean-.
nothing in it. Animated by a desire to
and a constantly increasing number of farms in'
uliei m tie construction of sleeping-rooms.
the barn to some useful purpose, I bought
New England, wait for a purchaser.
The civiliza- put
\iiother point i- that ail the room- he properly
tion of New England is abandoned fur prairie a cow and put her in there last summer, but
lighted. This is a great error in very many build- wilds, destitute of roads, churches, school houses, she gave no milk after the second week and
and home markets. Ite raises larger crops, and' so 1 sold her.
I was glad I had another
ings in which people live. 'Phis glorious sunshine
though at ti less rate, is successful. So would lie lie tennant for the barn.
w as given not to exclude and shut out, hut to enter
under the same condition here.
Hut Peter shook his head. That wouldn’t
our dwellings, to cheer our hearts, and to bless us
l>y going west he escapes whatever evils society do. A barn was
noplace for a pig. 1 would
m
ill our wavs.
Rooms are often constructed so | may have thrown around him; frees himself from
the necessity of "keeping up appearances," so eall- have to have a pen he said.
gloomy, -o dark and drear, that, tin* spirit recoils
“It would hardly do to lot him run in the
j ed, which means society’s demand for style, show
from their present*-* a- if they contained some and
extravagance; there he secures good land at a garden. I suppose,” I said, musingly. “Can
This m iller of dark, dis- low rate and for a home I lie "log lint" answering i
-pe tr. or evil genius.
yon build a pen, Peter?”
mal rooms, ought not to hc.it i- a -in again t bless- | well.
Yah, Peter said lie could, and so 1 scut him
a
with
man
not
Speaking
iig- conferred and a wrong to ourselves.
X.
long since who was in- oil' alter tools and materials, having the pig
tcrested
in
the
business
in
New
;
lumbering
Hampshire, I was surprised at his statement of the cost tied to a tree by one leg. My family gatherof his steam mill; but learned that the policy was ed about the new-comer and viewed him with
SNOW.
to put in good machinery and let the covering be
deep interest. He was a little tellow, but,
anything that would serve for protection. That healthy, as was proved by the
capacity of his
mill was successful. The same idea applies to sucIn our northern elinip us the year draws near ils
cessful farming. Whatever is to the point, of real lungs.
lose, after the birds have Mown to siiniiv southern value, is to be secured. To a young man of limited
“Mercy!” cried Susan, “what a noise lie
He must be hungry, James.” Sulauds, and the sere and yellow leaf has strewn the means, every dollar invested in superfluities, at the makes!"
start, is worse than wasted; it helps to roll up a san’s
experience with babies encouraged her
pathways and dim forest aisles, after the gathered burden for aching shoulders.
I,et the young man to this conclusion.
U nits have made glad the heart of the
husbandman. then have the moral courage to go “West” in New
“I know what’ll make more noise than
Nature clothes the brown fields, and hides the dead England, returning whatever is of real value in its
and gradually as the profit of the farm that," said my Fred, with a roguish twinkle
civilization,
■old dyiug forms of
vegetation under her mantle of
will admit, beautify his home and its surround- in his eyes.
pure snow.
Sent as a protector from severe frosts
“What is it?” I asked, simply to encourings.
'hat cement tine earth and the waters into
adamanThe tendency of the day is to the city and the age my son.
tine substances, its
is
economy
wisely given. And village, throwing farms in the outskirts'of towns
“Two more pigs,” said Fred.
whether sailing slowly down from the think skies into the market. This is the young man’s opporWhen I came home at night the pig was
be.
lair
can
Good
had
at
low
buildings
in feathery Makes, or whirled and driven oyer the tunity.
and for practical farming are worth more fast asleep in his pen on a heap of straw and
prices,
white shifting wastes, ii i, thing of
beamy. Trod- than if situated in the village. The society and I felt quite a pride in him. 1 had secret
den beneath the busy fed.
heaped high upon wisdom of those, who habitually, evenings and hones of my own in regard to him, though 1
rainy days at the country store, are ever ready to did not,
some lone mountain top ii spe,|,s of
purity, humilimpart them to Susan. He only cost
enlighten on “law,” town affairs, politics, or gossip,
se.
The pen cost about $10
ity and grace. As we gaze out upon the new fallen can be
with, to say the least, not only by ; $2—that is, per
dispensed
: more; and Peter’s fare brought the sum total
snow, wlnit visions of sleigh-rides ami constiii" the farmer but by his help.
parties crowd swiftly through III. busy brain, we
To the young man then with competent abilities il)) to $14.83.
I watched the growth of our porker with
and practical knowledge, who has secured his farm
seem to hear the lively,
with an eye to its real value, there remains for him a
high
degree of interest. The swill-pail al".Iingle, jingle, clear the way.
lo follow hi- business with the same earnestness
stood
Tis the merry, merry, sleigh."
ways
by the side ot the wood-house
and devotion demanded for business; he is not onor the glad shouts and ringing laugh of red-eheeked
ly a laborer but a student; and whatever light and door, and, though it was not an agreeable
hoys and girls, upon the hill-side yonder, busily information lie may gain is so much invested capi- object in an lesthetic point of view, l could
tal.
Agricultural papers and books are not to be not lor some time get over a vexatious kind
engaged with their sleds as "they slide from the swallowed
whole, but read and digested.
of curiosity as to its contents. I found some
hill down lower." We are carried hack to the in1 lie remark is often made to
me, and even by strange tilings in it sometimes—viewed as
nocent days of our young life, when the moments tanners, that
“farming don’t, pay,” but such a per- articles of food; one of Fred’s boots, for inglided gently by. ami Times footfalls fell less heavi- son never gains credit with me by such a statement;
stance, or a pair ot scissors, or a tea-spoon.
lor I refer Ins failure to
more
incapacity, ignorance or
ly u^rl
slowly.
Once when I found a silver fork in the swill,
indolence.
Yes, beautiful is the snow as it lies sparkling
is
not
the
chief end of life nor the only 1 remonstrated with the servant
Money
girl—a stuneath the broad, lull,sunny sky, or shimmers with good derived from the farm. Health, home indeGerman creature, who had succeeded to
pid
a 'fillet conscience, mid the
comforts of our
weird like glooms and shades, beneath the moon’s pendence,
intelligent Bridget when the latter got
life, are enjoyed by the farmer, and to be consideri thing of heuulv and a
chastened light.
joy for- ed as a part ot his leuurd, [I,, if, -■ herni si m married.
ever.”
It is not so much that 1 care for the silver,
Mass, Ploughman.
\.

Partly from another source areerroneous ideas of 1
tanning engendered and fostered,—the writings
and speeches on farming from men who have iio!
practical knowledge nt it. Tims we see that a
and
results.
The
••truck” prominent X. York paper calls a man to take charge
i.qieultnre,
practical
of
its agricultural department who candidly admits
firms of Massachusetts. New York, New Jersey,
at the outset that he knows nothing of fanning. \
and Delaware are in our own country, an index to
yet lie assumes the position of instructing practical
that which may be accomplished.
The times are tanners 1 Would any one in questions of law seek j
or
the
lesson
accept the opinion of a man who never opened I
at hand when strong attempts
opitious,
a law hook?
Does the merchant or the banker con-!
should be made to raise Ih standard of our agri*
s. lt the clergyman in matters of ventures and inIlia I on bill few square md- ot surface, w liere
with us it takes acres. INigland is a bright. exampi*- in the fanning line, t«* p item after in scientific
i*
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I told him

we

had. and

came

ious little

and whisked his curly tail
found there was no driving
him back to his pen.
He dodged mo in the
most exasperating manner.
He doubled and
twisted in a way to set at naught all my calculations. I was no match for hint; Jones
came out while f was exercising myself with
tho porker, and laughed at me over the fence.
“Von don’t go at it in the right way Dobb,”
said he.
“Perhaps von’d like to try it yourself, Mr.
Jones,” l said, with some dignity of manner
and a very red face.
Take him by the tail,” said Jones calmly,
in reply. “Hot his nose aimed toward the
pen and then pull his tail. The more you
pull one way the more he’ll pull the other,
and he’ll he in the pen before you know it."
Susan, who was standing on the back steps

defiantly.

looking

at

optics,
\

soon

me

laughed

so

heartily

at

this,

that 1 felt quite good humored again, and
asked Jones to eonte over and give us the
benefit of his superior wisdom. Alter a little more banter, and the handing of a splendid cluster of Isabellas to Susan, lie climbed
the fence.
we'll forma
“Vow. Dobb." said .tones,
line—you and I and Mrs. Dobb and the sert

ant

girl.”

1 beg to be excused, Mr. Jones," laughed
Susan, with a timid glance at the parlor.
“My dear madam,” said Jones, gallantly,
“there’s no danger at all. 1 am quite in earnest, 1 assure you. It is a pig’s nature to yield
to overwhelming numbers.
We have only
to form a line and close down upon him in a
sort of crescent, and he will give up the
struggle at once, as you will see.”
So it was undertaken.
Porker stood by
the fence, eyeing us with a deep expression
of interest. We moved down upon him ; he
wheeled about, snorte I, and then made a
dive at us, or rather at me, and whish! he
went between my legs, so that I sprowled on
the ground most ungracefully. Susan and
the servant girl ran screaming into the house,
and Jones was over the fence in no time.
The result of it was, we sent for Peter. It
had now grown somewhat dark, but Peter
made short work of the job. He got a rope,
and took in the other hand the big stick I
had been flourishing; then lie went up to
porker, fetched him one tremendous blow
over the proposers, apd while poor piggy was
staggering and seeing a million of stars, slipped the rope over one of the hind legs, and
had him into the pen in a trice.
“Peter,” said I, after that, “you may come
round to-morrow if yon are not engaged,
and gather what’s left of the vegetables.”
He did so. There was a good lot left, after
all. Porker’s havoc was greater in appearance than in reality,
Peter stored the cellar
with abundance—among other things, with
a nice lot of superior beans in the soft pods,
which lay there until they got mouldy, and
were fit for nothing but swill.
I remember, as it were but yesterday,
the morning those beans were fed to our pig.
L was going out of town to be gone three
days, on business of importance. I saw a
supply ot mouldy beans fed to the porker,
and then I departed. To say that I did not
think of my pig while I was away, would
be to state an untruth. I did think of him.
Though lost to sight he was to memory dear.
I am seldom away from home, and consequently I am missed when I am away—aud
my welcome on returning is wont to be of
the most affectionate description. But on
this occasion, greatly to my surprise, Susan
was not in the trout hall to greet me.
I
waded through the children into the hack
part of the house, where Susan was. I fancied she looked at me with a half frightened
air, but I took her fhndly to my arms, and
was about imprinting a rapturous kiss on her
lips when my eye chanced to go out of the
window, and I suspended the kiss midway of
delivery. The door of the pig-pen stood
wide open, and there was a peculiar aspect
of desolation about it.
“Where’s our porker?’ 1 asked, postponing the kiss pro tempore.
“Our porker,” said Mrs. Dobb, gravely,
“is in his grave.”
“Good heavens!” 1 cried, “dead!” and immediately went out to look at his deserted
abode.
I was quite calm by dinner time, and informed Susan that 1 was ready to hear the
particulars of the sad event.

“Well, James she commenced, “you know
you directed those beans to be fed to him ?”
“Oh, that’s it! I thought it would be laid
at my door in some manner, notwithstanding
the iittle circumstance that I was over two
hundred miles away. Well, proceed.”
“So the girl gave him beans for dinner,
and beans for supper, and the next morning
she went out with some more, when I heard
her scream. I went out and there he was—
swelled up—ho, dreadfully—twice as large
as life, dear—and lying on his side and kicking his legs faintly. Neighbor Jones looked
over the fence and asked what the matter
was—”
“With a bunch of Isabellas, doubtless.”
“And when we told him, he came over to
see the pig, and said pooh! he wasn’t dead;
that he knew what was the matter with the
pig: bloated stomach; he could cure him.”
“Have you any brandy?” said he.

MR.

in the house

porker choked to death in his prime.”
I and got a bottle.
I My wife discharged Katrine, in an impa“What! that S. 0. 1’. brandy?1’
: lient
moment, soon after this, because the I claimed.
j girl [threw into the swill-pail four quarts of “Yes, dear, of course.”
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Mr. Sumner's testimony to the early and tliorj ottgh-going abolitionism of Mr. Stanton is entitled
“Good Gracious! And you gave thatAit- to great weight, because it is coupled with an aet
teendollar brandy to that miserable two dol- | which attests its entire sincerity. II is a part of
his certificate that when Mr. Stanton's nomination
as Secretary of War was sent to the Senate, lie
dear, but it did no good. Then j (Sumner) immediately rose to urge the eoufinnaneighbor Jones bled him—”
| lion, stated his acquaintance with the nominee, and
said emphatically, “Within my knowledge lie is
“The savage!”
“And that did no good either. .So at last (1 one of us.” Mr.’ Sumner certainly would not have
made such a declaration at sueli a time and for
we gave it
up, and neighbor Jones had his | such a purpose unless lie had the dearest convicman bury it in the
tion. based upon personal knowledge, that Mr.
garden.”
“Mrs. Dobb,” I asked, “do you mean to I Stanton was an abolitionist of the iiiu-t virulent
type,
prepared to tread the Constitution and the
tell me that you have buried that dead hog
I statute hook under his feet, and ready to go uli
in our garden.”
lengths for the subversion of liberty and justice.
“No. dear—in Mr. Jones’ garden.”
There is another fact corroborating your view
A sudden idea crossed my mind.
I which you have not mentioned, but of which von
“Well, upon my word !” I responded. “It are fairly entitled to the benefit. When Mr. Sianlon went into the War Departmeif, be immediateseems we are not even to have the benefit
I ly began to act with reckless disregard of bis sworn
of the carcass as a fertilizer of the soil.
This ! duty, lie surrounded himself with the most loathsome miscreants, and used them for thej foulest
caps the climax.”
I
“What do you mean Janies !"
j purposes. Law. justice and humanity were utterly
outraged. Those who knew him as 1 did, and had
“Why Susan, don’t you know that dead j heard
him curse the perpetrators of such crimes
animals enrich the soil when they are buried
a mouth or two before, exercised the charily
in it, decomposing and supplying ammonia only
which believeth all things, and concluded that, he
and phosphoric acid and things tliat make was moved by some headlong impulse which had
the vegetables grow big.”
suddenly revolutionized all his thoughts, feelings
and principles of action. But your proofs show
“James, how can you talk such stuff.”
that in the kindness of our construction we did not
“Stuff!” Not a bit of it. Jones knows all
! give heed enough to the maxim. Ytwio repente
about it.
That’s the way he fertilizes his \f>iit turpissimus. Such a depth could nut he
garden, lie’s got a dead dog and three I reached by a single plunge. The integrity of his
dead cats buried at the foot of his grapevines ! moral nature must have previously undergone that
—which accounts for the superiority of his gradual process of decomposition which could result only from long and sympathetic association
Isabellas, my clear.”
with the enemies of the Constitution.
“Mr. Dobb, it you don’t stop I shall leave
On the whole, it must he admitted that you have
made out this part of your case. With Democrats
the table," said Susan, in great disgust.
he
was a Democrat, enjoying their confidence and
So I stopped, like a dutiful husband. But
Susan hasn’t eaten a grape from Jones’ gar- taking their favors, while he caused it to tie well
understood among “men of your school in morals
den since.
and polities” that his devotion to the Democracy
We have lmd the pig-pen cleaned up nice- was entirely simulated. It is now also clear bely for the children, and they use it for a play- yond doubt, that to Southern men he avowed himself a full-blooded secessionist. The testimony of
house. It makes a very good play-house.
Governor Brown to that effect is as good as any
that you have produced to prove him an abolitionTHE OLD WOMAN’S RAILWAY SIGNAL.
ist, and you have made the tact so probable in itself, that very slight proof would lie sufficient to
BY EI.IIIU BURRITT.
establish it.

|
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The most effective working force in the
world in which we live is the law of kindness—for it is the only moral force that operates with the same effect
upon mankind,
From time imbeastkind, and birdkind.
memorial, music has wonderfully affected all
beings, reasoning or unreasoning, that have
ears to hear.
The prettiest idea and simile
ot
ancient literature relate to Orpheus
playing his lyre to animals listening in intoxicated silence to its strains. Well, kindness is the spontaneous music ot
good-will
to men and beasts; and both listen to it with
their hearts instead of their ears; and the
hearts ot both are affected by it in the same
way, if not to the same degree. Volumes
might be written tilled with beautiful illustrations of its effects upon both. The music
of kindness has not only the power to charm,
but to transform both the savage heart of
man and beast; and on this
harp the smallest fingers in the world may play heaven’s
sweetest tunes on earth.
Some time ago we read of an incident that
will serve as an illustration of this beautiful
law. It was substantially to this effect: A
poor, coarse-featured old woman lived on
the line of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway,
where it passes through a wild, unpeopled
district of Western Virginia.
She was a
widow, with only one daughter, living with
her in a log hut, near a deep, precipitous
gorge, crossed by the railroad bridge. Here
they contrived to support themselves by’ raising and selling poultry and eggs, adding
berries in their season, and other little articles for the market.
She had to make a
long, weary walk of many miles to a town
where she could sell her basket of produce.
The railway passed by her cabin to this town :
but, the ride would cost too much of the
profits of her small sales, so she trudged on
generally’ to the market on foot. The conductor came finally to notice her walking by
the side of the line or between the rails; and,
being a good-natured, benevolent man, he
would often give her a ride to and fro without charge.
The enginemen were also good
to the old woman, and felt they were not
wronging the interests of the railway company by giving her these free rides. And
soon an accident occurred that
proved that
they were quite right in this view of the
matter.

It the wild month of March, the rain descended and the mountains sent down their
rolling, roaring torrents of melted snow and
ice into this gorge near the old woman’s hut.
The flood arose with the darkness of the
night, until she heard the crash of the railway bridge as it was swept from its abutments, and dashed its broken timbers against
the craggy sides of the precipice on either
side. It was nearly midnight
The rain fell
in a flood, and the darkness was deep and
howling with the storm. In another half
hour the express train would be due. What
could she do to warn it against the awful do- j
struction it was approaching? She had hardly a whole tallow candle in her house ; and
no light she could make of tallow or oil, if
she had it, would live a moment in that tempest of wind and rain. Not a moment was j
to be lost; and her thought was equal to the
moment.
She cut the cord of her only bedstead, and shouldered the dry posts, sidepieces, and head-piece. Her daughter followed her with their two wooden chairs. ( p
the steep embankment they climbed, and
piled all their household furniture upon the
line, a few rods before the black, awful
chasm, gurgling with the roaring flood. The
distant rumbling of the train came upon them
just as they had fired the well-dried combustibles. The pile blazed up into the night,
throwing its red, swaling, booming light a
long way up the track. In fifteen minutes it
would begin to wane, and she could not revive it with green, wet wood. The thunder
of the train grew louder It was within five
miles of the fire. Would they see if in time? 1
They might not put on the brakes soon
enough. Awful thought! She tore her red
flannel gown front her in a moment, and,
tying it to the end of a stick, ran up the track
waving it in both hands, while her daughter
swung round her head a blazing chair-post a
little before.
The lives ot a hundred unconscious passengers hung on the issue of the next minute.
The ground trembled at the old woman’s feet.
The great, red ej'e of the engine burst upon
her as it came round a curve. Like a huge,
sharp-sighted lion coming suddenly upon a
fire, it sent forth a thrilling roar, that filled
all the wild heights and ravines around. The
train was at lull speed ; but brakemen wrestled at their leverage with all the strength ot
desperation. The wheels ground along on
the heated rails slower and slower, until the
engine stopped at the decaying tire. It still
blazed enough to show them the beetling
edge ot the black abyss into which the train
and all its passengers would have plunged,
and into a death and destruction too horrible
to think of, had it not been for the old woman’s signal. They did not stop to thank
her first for the deliverance. The conductor
knelt down by the side of the engine; the
engine driver and the brakemen came and
knelt down by him; all the passengers came
and knelt down by them: and there, in the
expiring light of the burnt out pile, in the
rain and the wind, they thanked ( tod for the
All in a line the
salvation of their lives.
kneelers and prayers sent up into the dark
heavens such a midnight voice of thanksgiving as seldom, if ever, ascended from the
earth to Hint who seeth in darkness as well
as in secret.
Kindness is the music of good will to men ;
and on this harp the smallest lingers may
play heaven’s sweetest tunes on earth.
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rnisea, that this is the most ‘‘marvellous" imposture upon record? Does tlie history of the world

hold ou all its pages of wonders another ease iii
which a man lias raised himself to the highest public
employments under two different parties of diametrically opposite and hostile principles, by
making simultaneous professions of lidelity to Until
of them? Do not mention Sunderland, for his hypocrisy gained him nothin"; nor Talleyrand, for
lie was merely a trimmer; noi Benedict Arnold,
for lie acted his double part only during a few
months, and closed it with ignoniinoiis failure. To
find a parallel, you must go to another scene of
action, and a far lower line of life. Jonathan Wild
for twenty years imposed himself on the London
police as ail honest man and a most zealous friend
of justice, pretended to assist tlie otlicers in their
business, and shared richly in their rewards; hut
during nil that time lie was tlie adviser, tlie “guide
philosopher, and friend” of the principal thieves in
tlie city, and to them ho constantly betrayed the
measures taken by tlie public authorities for the
preservation of order and law.
TT. We are directly at issue upon llie question
whether or not Mr. Stanton advised President
Buchanan, before his appointment as AttorneyGeneral, that war might he legally made against
the States, and the people thereof, in which ordinances of secession had been passed, hv way of
coercing them to remain in the Union. You say
he was sent for bv the President, and gave him that
advice, accompanied by an argument in writing,
which was so convincing that it was inserted, in
1 the first draft of the message, but -afterwards
stricken out. No such paper being in existence,
and Mr. Buchanan as well as Mr. Stanton being
dead, your allegation is easily made; if it be true,
it ix hard to prove, and though false, it i- harder
still to disprove. Tin* evident*? you produce is Mr.
Dawes’s statement that Mr. Stanton told him so.
i I say nothing about the danger of relying on I Inaccuracy of a conversation reproduced from mere
recollection, after so long :i time; hut 1 answer
that it is not true, for the following reason- :
1.
Mr. Buchanan made it a rule never f<> seek
advice from outsiders on legal question-. When
he was in doubt, he took the opinion- <•{ tho-r who
were officially responsible for their eoncetno-.
1 le had no kitchen cabinet.
2.
If he had made this an exceptional case, and
taken Mr. Stanton into his counsels l>v the back
stairs, and if Mr. Stanton had furnished him with a
paper which produced conviction on his mind that
all his constitutional advi-ers were wrong, he
would most certainly ha\e dinvvn it to them, or
told them of it.
Mr. Stanton was t lawyer of undoubted ability, and the absurd opinion which you attribute to
him could not have found a lodgment in his mind.
even for one moment.
4.
If he had really entertained such a notion. I
and desired in good faith to impress it upon the
Administration, he would not (I think he could
not) have concealed it from me. It would have
been contrary to the whole tenor of his behavior in
those days, and what is more, very much against
his own interest-.
He did express views exactly the opposite ot
those which you say he urged upon the President. ;
He endorsed the opinion which J gave on the 20th |
of November, lsun, in extravagant terms of approbation, adhered steadily to the doctrine- of tie- an- 11
nual message, and when required officially to pronounce upon the special message of January, ls*;i, ;
lie gave his concurrence heartily, strongly, and tinequivocally. In all the di-eussions upon the sub-|
ject. he did not once intimate that then? was, or i
the slighte.-t difference between
ever had been,
him and the other members of the Administration.
Do you mean to say that this was mere -ham?
Was he so utterly devoid of all sincerity, horn r,
and truth, that he gave the whole weight of his influence and power to the support of a doctrine
which he believed to be not only false but pernicious? If he was such a knave as that, then tell
me what reliance can he placed on any statement
he mav have made to Mr. Dawes

If thou dost slander him and torluro u»
?>cvr*r pray more abandon all remorse :
<>n horror's head horrors accumulate ;
For nothing eaust thou to damnation add
1 >eeper than that.

But let justice lx* bone though tin* heavens should
fall. Some at least of your statements are true, unless Mr. Dawes, Mr. Howard. Mr. Seward and Mr.
Sumner have volunteered to help you by sacrificing
tin* character of "the great Secretary.”
T will not waste time upon the details which your
witnesses have given of his treachery. It appears
to have been a freewill offering of his own, but tendered by himself /■»• nifim rnntn. The moment he
was inducted into office he looked about to ascertain
who were the bitterest and most malignant enemies
of the men to whom he owed all his public import
tance and much of bis private prosperity.
He found
them ipneUly, nd though they were entire stangers
to him, he pul himself immediately into secret communication with them, took service under them as
their regular spy, and exercised himself diligently
in that base vocation, making reports to them daily, and sometimes twice a day, until the close of
his oitieial term, when hi- occupation necessarily
ceased. This mean employment must have taken
up most of tin* time which should have been devoted to the duties of an office on which tin* public
business, always heavtv, was then pressing with
unusual weight.
lb* did not communicate any knowledge which
was necessary to guide you in the discharge of voui
duties, for every fact of that kind was as accessible
t » you a> to him; the Administration kept nothing
hack: the President volunteered to give all in* knew
concerning the state of the I’nion ; no department
w as clos.-d against your investigations; every call
for information was promptly and fully answered
11’that had ind been enough, every member of the
Cabinet would have been perfect I v free to speak
with any un mb r oft engre-.-. or go in person before any eummi’tee.
Mr. Seward did confer with
in*- fully at the Slate Department in open daylight
without any dodging about it: and he was always
welcome, a- he is now’, to loll every thing that,
passed, for he neither asked nor could have asked
any .,u -,i i. if the country had an interest in it.
whieh I was not willing to answer. With ail the
< hannels of truthful information thus
open and unobstructed. you preferred to get what you wanted
from s;.v. Me. Howard h
tin* cheek to proclaim
that during the "labors'* of his committee, instead
ot acting upon holiest an«| legitimate evidence, he
sent inip'.irics to this secret informer, who answered by giving information of "great importance”
but his coinuni' -itions "were always indirect and
■

1

anonymous!”

If there lie one sentence in your whole article
which i- marked more than another with your
characteristic hardihood of assertion, it is that iu
whieh you try to make a merit of .Stanton’s treachery. it i- curiously reckless, and for that reason
worth giving in your very words. "These facts.”
say you, "were stated to illustrate Mr. Stanton’s
exalted patriotism, which prompted him to rise
above the claim- and clamors of partisanship, and
to invoke the aid «*t loyal men beyond the lines ot
his own party, and outside of tin* Administration
of which he was a member to serve liis imperilled
country, menaced with a foul and wicked revolt.”
Why. this i- precisely what tin* President and all
the hone-l members of hi- C abinet were doing
openly and above-board. 'They had no legal power
which could avail to serve the "imperilled"country”
without the »•<t-operation of t’ongre-s, whieh was
wliollv ruled by the opposition. They invoked
"the aid of loyal men beyond the lines of their own
parly and uut-ide of rhe Administration,” because
it was from tin nee only that aid could conn*.
But
with you and your associates tin* "claims and
wi
re
>o
of
clamors
pai li-anship”
much’higher than
III. Did he betray the Buchanan Admini-traof
that you not only retion, while he was a member of it ? Was be false considerationsto public duty, but
aid
tin*
fused
all
you insulted and
country,
to the principles that he protend'd to believe in?
tin* President and his friends
Was he treacherously engaged with you in trying abused an l vill lied
il.
Was
Stanton,
like
the other memto defeat the measures he was trusted to support? for asking
Did he aid and strengthen and assist you in your bers of the Administration, invoking aid for the
skulk about in secret
efforts to blacken the reputation of his a-s<n iatc- imperilled country: Did In*
hi- brethren were trying to accomand friends? Before these questions are’answered, to cited what
to
the reason and eonan
bv
open appeal
let us look for a moment at the situation we wvla- plish
<
Minn
11 •»>» mow uni
seiriirr <u
in.
lie succeed? Did hi< secret, anonymous, ami indi.Mr. IHIcnauau u a- rumps,-;.! rotlipl on. :t!l -!<!■-ever produce the slightest
with more difficulties anil dangers than any other rect communications
of patriotic emotion in the minds of those
public man in this country ever encountered. Tile symptom
them?
What did you, or Mr. Sumwho
received
party which elected him was utterly routed; ner, or Mr. Dawes, or Mr. Howard,
or Mr. Sewits force wasted by division, its heart broken by dedo to avert tin* great .calamity of civil war?
feat. Every Northern State was in the bands of ard.
did
oi
any
you bring forward to
enemies, flushed with the insolence of newiv-ac- What measures
In that hour of peril what
serve the countrv ?
qtlired power; and after his official condemnation man among you acted like a man? Which
of you
of secession, the South fell away from his side in a
•rose to the height of that great argument,” or
body. Willi bitter, remorseless, unrelenting foes showed himself
tit
in
mind
or heart to meet the
in front, and flank, and rear, be was literally unof the time? The I'nion was insupported bv any political organization capable of responsibilities
deed “menaced with a foul ami wicked revolt,”
making itself felt. But he was “shielded, and and all
you did was to “let the Union slid.*.” The
helmed, and weaponed with the truth," and lie
excited no anxiety in your minds ;
went right onward in the path made sacred by the public danger
a
public (fairs received no attention at your hands;
footsteps of bis great predecessors, lie declared but
you were all the while mousing about after
the secession ordinances \vcre nullities; the Union
some personal calumny by which you hoped to stir
was not for a day. but for all time: a State could I
the true friends of
not interpose itself between the Federal Govern- up the popular passions against
and Stanton, unices you slander him,
ment and individual citizens who violated Federal the country;
to the infamous business of helping you.
laws: the coercive power did not apply to a State, made love
You have given u~ hut small samples of the'“inand could not be used for purposes of indiscrimidirect
ami
anonymous communications” which
nate carnage, in which the innocent and the guilty
to you and your associates. The bulk
would be mingled together; but the laws must be Stanton made
ho* enormous, lie was engaged for
of
tle*m
must
the
executed, and
just lights of the Federal Gov- two or three months
fabricating at least one tale
ernment maintained in every part of the country
Mr.
Seward,and.another consisting of
day.for
against all opposers. The whole theory of the every
facts”
“the*
most
to suit the needs of Mr.
startling
Constitution, as expounded by the men that made
Howard, while you ami Mr. Dawes were gratified
it, and all their successors down to that time, jus- in a similar
Are these
way at the same tune.
tice, humanity, patriotism, honor and conscience,
“start ling facts” «.,» be held hack for some other funrequired him to announce and maintain these prin- eral
Take
notice
and
tell your
occasion?
yourself,
ciples. They were not only true, but were either friends, that while their stories are hid
irom
expressly or impliedly admitted to lie true by all the light, the presumption that they areaway
not only
except the open and avowed enemies of the Union. false but known to be false is growing
stronger and
The secessionists, of course, had trained themYon had better open your
selves to a different way of thinking, and they im- stronger 1 every day.
once.
at
pmlgets
of
an
attitude
pronounced hosmediately assumed
There is a point or two here on which I would
tility to the Administration. The foremost of the
abolition orators and the leading newspaper organ like to draw you out. Mr. Seward says that he ami
of the so-called Republican party took the high Mr. Stanton discussed and settled measures. The
that the Southern States had aright to topic which absorbed the attention of all minds at
ground
break up the Union if they pleased, and could not that time was Fort Sumter. Compared to that, all
justly be opposed. Rut, though they “drew much others were insignificant; ami of course the measpeople after them,” and gave groat encouragement ures relating to it were not overlooked. It is known
to the insurrectionary movement, no man who from the published statements of Mr. Welles, Judge
was at once honest, intelligent, and true to the Campbell, and others, that Mr. Seward was deeply
country, failed to see the wisdom of the President’s engaged in in plot to surrender that fort, which plot
views. The President elect endorsed them fully he afterwards brought to a head, and by sundry
tricks very nearly made it successful. Stanton proon his way to the capital, as lie did afterwards by
bis official action. From all quarters addresses and fessed to agree with us that the fort ought to lie
petitions came up, which showed the popular ap- kept; but} you have shown that his professions
preciation ol them. Even tl^e Massachusetts Leg- in the Cabinet were not very reliable, and Governislature, without one dissenting voice in its more er 11 rown has proved that he could be a seseessionist
numerous branch, and by an overwhelmning ma- as well as anything else, if occasion required it.
jority in the other House, passed a solemn resolu- Now, what did they settle upon about Fort Sumter?
tion approving them in the strongest language, ami They were engaged in’some thing which both knew
offering to aid in carrying them out. But every- to do disreputable if not criminal; their secrecy,
thing depended on Congress; and what did Con- their employment of a medium, their quick dodge
gress do? Both Houses were completely in the when they mel on the street, the mortal terror
hands of shallow paitisaus, who were either too of detection which they manifested throughout, all
stupid to understand their duty, or too dishonest to show plainly enough that they had no honest object.
perform it. The men of most ability and integrity Tell us it they were contriving apian to put the
whom Republican constituents had sent there— strongest military fortress of the Government into
such men, for instance, as Charles Francis Adams the hands of its enemies.
•<
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[From the New York IKSiald,
THE STEVENS SUICIDE

cling between Messrs. Sumner
: -. in ton is in all its aspretsthe most astounding
if you recall Mr. Sumner
; .lieal revelations',
t!ic iaml.il is hoped that lie will sec the necessity
much more explicit than he has yet been,
l real what lie lias ,aid il a’'nears that Stanton “dcJ to him tlie determination of the Southern
b’l’s, developed particularly their plan to get po-i ui of tlie national capita1 and the national archi.
so they might substitute themselves for the
'ting (iovernment." This is so extreme y iuterthe public not
.ng that it would lie a sin against
lo examine it further.
Karly in ttie winter somebody started the sensa11. ,n il j unior that on or before the 4th of March a
ioi would he got up in
ashington. which might
it was
i,ov endanger tlie peace of tlie eitv.
:Ii-1 n -eil and talked about, and blown upon in vaits
ol
reality
riiius wavs, lint no tangible, evidence
onld ever lie found. The President referred to it
in a message to Congress, and said that lie did not
share in such apprehensions; and he pledged himself
VV lien tlie uijdin any event to preserve the peace.
i,;.<!it meeting took place, the rumor had lived its
if out- -had paid it* breath to time, and tlie mortal
usi.mi of such tilings at Washington; it was a dead
aiiard which had ceased to alarm even women or
Iiildren. This certainly was not tlie subject of the
ommunlcation made that night at one o’clock. Stann did not surround himself with all the adjuncts
of secrecy, darkness, and terror, to tell an cid story
which had been in everybody’s mouth for weeks
tieliire, ot nil impossible street riot by tlie populace
ol Washington. What he imparted was a secret not
iuiiv new, hut deep and dangerous, tit for the occa-i.iii. and worthy to he whispered confidentially at
midnight, He disclosed a “plan of the Southern
leaders to get posessioti of the eapital and tlie archives, and to substitute themselves for tlie existing
(iovernment,” It was a couji d'etat of the first magniludc—a most stupendous treason. This plan Mr.
■laiiton “developed particularly," that is to say,
Mr. Sumner mailinave alt the details at length.
n'- tlv believed what lie heard; he received the reylation into his heart with perfect faith; and he did
nut underestimate tlie public danger; but he did
nothing to defeat the treason, or even to expose it.
tlx was ttioKOLiligly and minutely informed of a plan
prepared by Southern leaders to revolutionize tlie
•
iovernnient, and lie kept their counsel as faithfully
i- ifln
had been one of themselves. He took Stanton-., frightful communication as quietly as lie took
Nothing could stir his
lhe Prsidem’s message.
sluggish loyalty to any act which miglit tend to
ivc his “Imperilled country."
Mr, Sumner says that when Mr. Stanton made
: hese statements to him, lie was stuck by the knowldge lie showed of hostile movements. That is
precisely what stikes me also with wonder and
amazement. Where in tlie world did lie learn “the
Icicrmiuation of the Southern leaders”? Where
did lie get ail account of the intended coiy) d'etat,
detailed that he was able to develop it particular*
v:
This knowledge becomes astounding when we
I
oiled that, so far a“ now appears, nobody else
outside the “Southern leaders" had tlie least inkling of it. Is it possible that his connection with
he secessionist-, and hi' professed devotion to their
itnse, went so far that they took him into their confidence, and told him what “hostile movements”
they intended to make on the (iovernment? How
did lie get these secrets if not from them? Or must
we he driven at last to the conclusion that the whole
tiling was a mere invention, imposed on Mr. Sumner to delude him?
*1,.

midnight

lint Mr.

in'

Stunner owes

it to me truth to

At an carlv hour yesterday morning the
officials at the Tombs Prison wore thrown
into a state of great excitement and con-

sternation in consequence ot a report that
of the prisoners had committed suicide.
Everybody questioned everybody else as to
who the inan could be, but nothing definite
could be ascertained until Warden Stacom
It was then ascertained
came to the rescue.
that the. umortnnate individual was Samuel
The story in
S. Stevens, of Belfast. Me.
connection with this man’s incarceration is
as follows: On the 19th of October. 13(19,
Stevens came on to New York, from Belfast,
with one George W. Buekmar, of that place,
with a view of purchasing some United
States bonds, lie was introduced to Buckmar previously bv Axel Ilayford, Mayor of
Belfast, the latter telling' Buekmar that
Stevens would be of great use to him in neBailgotiating some bonds of the Moosehead
road Company, of which Hayford was the
It was, moreover, alleged that
President.
Mayor Ilayford had entrusted Buekmar with
a large amount of the bonds, to negotiate
them in New York at the rate of eighty cents
on the dollar for United States securities.
The manner in which the business was done,
at least as stated on the trial of Stevens, subsequently seemed to reflect somewhat upon
the Mayor; but eventually the Assistant
District Attorney declared that no imputation could be attached to him. Buekmar and
Stevens both took up quarters at the Astor
House, and on the 21st of October, 13(19, the
former gave the latter
one

$0000 IX DRAFTS ANI) CHECKS,
him lo get the cash for them from
the National Trust Company, 330 Broadway.
This he did, and handed in the full amount.
Buckmar stated that he put this money, with
*2,500 additional, into a satchel, in his
room, and put it on the table, near his bed.
Being sick, he was then confined to liis room
in the hotel, and Stevens came in, after he
had handed in the money, and sat talking
with him upon various subjects, part ol
which referred to their immediate business
After Stevens had been in
in New York.
conversation some time lie said : “Buckmar,
this exchange of bonds business has slipped
up,” and became greatly excited about

desiring

THE

make a

fuller statement. Let us have the particulars which
Mr. Stanton developed to him. We have a right
to know not only who were the Southern traitors
engaged in this plan, hut who were confederated
with'them at Washington. 1 suppose Mr. Sumner
a- well as M r. M ant on, had “instinctive foresight
into men and tiling*" enough to know that no govwu-ever substituted for another by a sudden movement, without some cooperation or {connivance of
oHieers in possession. Who among Stanton’s coll.-agues did he say were engaged in this affair?
Did he charge the President with any concern in
i:
It he declared all or any oft hem to be innocent
loes not Mr. Sumner see the injustice of keeping
back the truth? Did Stanton tell him that he,had
ommunicatcd the facts to the President and Cabinet :
li no, diil he give a reason for withholding
them? And what was the reason? Was the guilty
■-.•ret confined to his own breast, or did any othr member of the Administration share his know!dgc of it? If yes,who? Mr. Sumuer has struck so
ri-li a vein of historical fact (or fiction), that he is
bouud to give it some further exploitation.
(

l’l’RCHASE OF SOME STORES RONDS

lie had intended making at fifty cents on the
dollar. Buckmar then left liis room to go to
another part of the building, leaving Stevens
in the room where the satchel containing the
money was lying, and when he returned he
stated he shook hands with Stevens, bolted
and locked liis door, but immediately atterwards discovered that his satchel had been
opened and liis money gone. Samuel
Stevens left the city and was arrested on the
1st of February, 1870, at Quincy, 111., on
A KEQl'ISrnON FROM GOV. llOFFMAX.
lie was taken to Chicago, and when his
trunk was searched live bonds of the Belfast
city stock, each of the denomination of $500,
At the trial a Maine
were found therein.
lawyer denied that he had stolen the money,
but that it was handed to him by mutual contract., ami said that Mayor llayford, Buckmar and Munroo Young (Buekmar’s son-in-

law),

were

conspirators, designing against

Stevens, whose

family connections

were

and whose name had
hitherto remained untarnished. The deceased
was formerly in business in Maine, St. Louis,
Wisconsin and Chicago, and at the time he
came to Now York lie had $3000 in gold
with him. It was alleged that he once tried
to leave Belfast nailed up in a dry goods box,
but this was vehemently denied, liis trial
on the charge of stealing the $8500 occupied
two days in the Court of General Sessions,
viz., 21st and 22d December, 1870. After
the jury had returned a verdict of guilty lie
was remanded to the Tombs to await sentence, where he lias since remained.

highly
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THE LEGISLATURE.
the Session draws near its close, the reports
in tli.- paper* are confined to the merest details, and
mere is not milch of interest.
Jt is believed that
the ,‘session will close in a week more.
Among the business of Friday, ws not he that
the petitions of the Railroad Font >any, "1 X. F
Houston, and of L. I Whitten, t< build wharves
m lie|fa*t harbor, wuv reported upon favorably.
A bill fo repeal tnc oili'-c of State Liquor CommisRill to regulate the qualificasioner was reported.
tions of medical practitioner* was referred to the
The disputed election case of
i:e\t Legislature.
Hastings against Foster, representative from llethel,
a adecided in favor of the latter, its to T><*. Petition for repeal of < ’barter of < ohb Lime Company
were received and referred.
On ‘Saturday, in the Senate, the hill authorizing
lie* itv of Ib llast lo purchase the First Mortgage
ponds "t tile Relfast Railroad wa* laid upon the
table. Subsequently it was taken up, amended by
il iking out the provision for exempting the bonds
horn taxation, and passed to be engrossed.
* >u
Monday, in the Senate, the report of the superintendent of common schools was received. Ife
recommend* compulsory attendance and a State
tax for school*.
The governor informed the House that the ex:.. 11
of disbursing the sailors orphans’ fund including transportation of orphans to asylum for the
\ cars, amounts t<> $:t,{)74,o7.
lour
pad
An order passed requesting the Governor to inform the House if the P. S. A P. R. R. Co., have
made an exhibit of its net profit*, and if any surplus has been paid to the State,
In the Senate to-day (Monday), an order was
paved, din*, ting tin* Judiciary to inquire into the
propriety of amending statute* relative to divorces;
i|-o respecting offences.
Tin- petition of Androscoggin R. IL ('«».. for exi.-ntion t<* Path, wa* referred to the m-xt LegislaA

respectable

11E1NG

A

MASON

OF GOOD STANDING,

well known to many persons in this city, he
was constantly visited by members ot the
fraternity. In fact, the Warden observed
that ho was constantly receiving visits from
persons of tiic highest respectability in tins

city.

Stevens was an

intelligent, good-look-

ing man of five feet nine inches in height, a
thick-sot, well-developed frame, dark complexion, and having a heavy beard and

moustache.
During the time ho was eontined in the Tombs lie was melancholy and
dejected, constantly reiterating the statement
concerning liis innocence of the charge for
He sometimes
which lie was convicted.
complained that the cell was too close, and
said that as he was a very nervous man, the
confinement, combined with a scarcity of
pure air, was driving him mad. In consequence of his application he was allowed to
have the inner door of his cell open during,
the day and night both, a favor that is not
granted except under extraordinary circumstances.
Yesterday lie was to have been
for sentence. Stevens, however,
arraigned
ture.
who possessed a very sensitive nature, seIn the Mouse, bill relative to divorces; order relnot suffer
ative to protection of forests from tire, were adverse- ! cretlv determined that he would
!v

reported

on.
ME IGNOMINY OF IXOAKOERAIIOX
order passed directing the finance committee
iii
the
State Prison, and accordingly resolved
State tax of £1,1*22,000.
I
Mr. Pike called up the general railroad bill and on self-destruction as the only remedy to repoke in favor of its principles nearly an hour, show- lieve himself from that lasting disgrace on
ing the abuse of the present system and the advanOn Tuesday evening, Mr.
Mr. Pike’s remarks were liis good name.
tage of the general hill.
i-toned to with deep attention by the Mouse us Stevens appeared better than usual, and so
well as a large number of railroad men. It was expressed himself to Deputy Keeper Bailey,
■me *»f the ablest railroad efforts made for years in
who had a brief conversation with him.
be House.
more was seen of Stevens till one
The House ha** ju-t received the reports of the Nothing
o’clock yesterday morning, when Night
Judges of the S. J. Court on the question olTnume- 1
pal aid to manufacturing establishments. The Keeper Orr, in going his rounds among the
•ply is negative, except Judge Tuple y’s. which, prisoners to see that all was right, accordto
one phu*e> of the question, is favorable.
ing to custom, peeped into his cell, and was

An
: iv

a

|

Keenan, with his deputy, called at the Tombs
for the purpose of holding an inquest over
the remains of Mr. Stevens, and there found
a
daughter of deceased, a male friend from
llangor, Me., besides a lady, an intimate
friend of the family, living in West Fortythird street. The testimony ot Warden Stacom and Deputy Keeper Bailey was taken,
but threw no new light on the matter, owing
The investo the absence of night keepers.
ligation was not concluded, but will be finCoroner Keenan, however,
ished to-dav.
gave a certificate of death, and last evening
daughter of deceased took the remains, which
were last night sent on to Bangor for interThe (1orouer also gave the sorrowing
ment.
daughter possession of all the money, letters,
clothing and other effects lett by her father.
The friends of Slovens who were at the
Tombs seemed positive of his innocence and
declared lie was

against

PROCLAMATION.

|
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appear
ten in the community where Buckmore and Young
hut
which are satisfied that they perjured
reside,
themselves to convict me. “Murder wilt out,” and
these perjured villains will yet meet their just deAxel
sert. There are six persons living, viz.:
Hayford, Geo. W. Buckmore, Monroe Y'oung, and
Mr'. Chamberlain, son-in-law of Buckmore,' Geo.
W. Y'oung, of Boston, and his reputed wife, who
know that I have been convicted on the most foul
and unmitigated perjury. The facts of the case
are those. That Axel Hayford, knowing by manysimilar transactions with me for a long series of
years, that 1 knew parties in New 1’ork of whom
stolen United States bowls and greenbacks could
he obtained, he wrote and telegraphed me at Bangor in October, 180ft. to come to Belfast. I went
there and stopped at his house three days, and the
matter was fully discussed and arranged between
ns.
He said that his friends Monroe Young, Geo.
\Yr. Buckmore and Chamberlain would make up a
purse of $10,000 to invest in the speculation, and it
was arranged that I was to have $2000 or the live
Belfast City bonds for my share in the speculation,
and that one of the parties should accompany me
to New Y'ork to
bring back the bonds and greenbacks; and on the 14th day of October, I received
a telegraphic despatch from Buckmore to meet him
at YVild’s Hotel, Boston.
I did meet him there,
lie said that he had come on as agent for the parties whom Hayford had spoken to me about, and
that he had $$300 in drafts and currency, and $2300
in City of Belfast bonds; that Mr. Hayford had put
in $2300 cash and $2300 in bonds; Monroe Y'oung,
$2300 cash: Chamberlain, 82300 cash, and YVintlirop $2300. making—reckoning the bonds at $2200
—$10,700. YYY came to New York together, and
put up at the Astor House, Mr, Buckmore then
paid me 80000 in cashier’s checks and drafts, ami
closed them to mo, and paid me $2300 in currency
and tlie Belfast (’ity bonds, for which I was to pay
him in United States bonds and greenbacks at titty
cents oil the dollar, according to a memorandum he
gave me, and which was exhibited to the jury in
the court on the trial. I never paid back the money I got on the draft and then stole it afterwards.
His story of keeping the money in his satchel is
too preposterous to he believed by any intelligent
man for a moment.
No man is so careless of bis
money as to carry it thus. My version of this case
is corroborated by Hayford telling Buckmore to
get me to assist’him in negotiating the bonds.
Neither of us were persons that a city or railroad
would select to negotiate their bonds for them. I
did not fulfil my contract with them for the good
reason that I had a long account to settle as an otfset to this sin,(RIO, which was honestly due to me
from them lor balance due me for like and similar
speculations, from which they have made large
sums. Neither Monroe Y'oung, Geo. YY’, Buckmore
or Axel Hayford have got an honest dollar.
They
have made more than half they now possess out of
830 and $100 counterfeit greenbacks.
They all
have been extensive dealers in all manner of counterfeits for over twenty years. This many of their
neighbors have been aware of. 1 have repeatedly
ottered to leave out our whole matter to men—I to
choose one and they one, if they could not agree to
pick a third—and abide by their reward, but they
did not do it. I would rather be in my place than
theirs, with the awful crime of perjury resting on
my sou). God will visit thorn with hell-tire torments in this world if lie does not in the world to
come.
By giving the above an insertion in your
widely circulated paper you will oblige an injured,
innocent and condemned man.
s. s. Stevens.

After the appearance of a synopsis of the
affair in the llangor W’liig, Mr. Hayford sent
to that paper the following—
Belfast, Feb. it, is71.
Please correct the statement of the Whig to-day,
convicting Stevens of larceny, for stealing $11,000
from

in New York. He stole no bonds from
me; I was no party to the suit: was not at the trial.
The whole statement connecting my name with
A. Haveorp.
the transaction is false.
me

road, and

we mean wlial we say.
He had an
interest in property here, and would mortgage every dollar’s worth to aid this enterprise. We can subscribe $75,000 by individuals, and never miss it. What Skowhe-

The Kennebco Journal gels worse and! VISIT TO CANAAN. PROSPECT OF THE
EXTENSION OF_JHE RAILROAD.
it; its defamation ct' Andrew Jackson.
In its issue of Monday it says—
On Friday lasL the Directors ol the Belfast
“In his last sickness,” says Fartou, “lie declared and Moosehead Railroad accompanied by
FEBRUARY
1871.
1C,
THURSDAY,
that, in reflecting upon his administration, he chiefbusiness men of the city, visited
ly regretted that he had not had John C. Calhoun some of the
said the Gen- Canaan tor the
PUBLISHED EVERY TITURSDAY|MORNlNG executed for treason. ‘My country,’
purpose of conferring with
eral, ‘would have sustained me in the act, and his
fate would have been a warning to traitors in all the people of that region upon the subject of
—BY—
times to come.’” This was the spirit of Jackson, the extension of the road.
The parly con-

3aucnaL

Republican

WILLIAM
EDITOR

worse

call it what you will. Had he been President in
the rebellion we have no doubt be would have hung
Jeff Davis as high as Human, and crushed out his
followers under an iron heel, bet the Journal
make out a “case” to Uie contrary if it can.
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buildings

ot

Skowhogan.
( ol. Wilde
spoke at considerable length
lie had at first doubts about the completion
ot the llelfasl road: but it is built, and is a

II. S. Parker,
H. II. Forbes,

monument of courage and perseverance. An

present

were

extension

at

getting

P. Watson, dames Wright. Col
floor, and indeed the whole proposed road i- Messrs. (
for the ease and cheapness with Chase
apl H-rriman. \V. II. Simpson, and
others.

which it may be built. There C no bridgof any amount.
At the village the visitors were received by

1’lie

j ing

ing

then

m-eting

adjourned

it ii o’clock, with a

to next even-

view to immediate

leading citizens, and invited to an excel- action, flic 15 Hast people returned home
lent dinner at the hotel. Here they met also well pleased with their trip,and witti a linn lie
Col. Wildes, who had come over from Skow- bet in the feasibility of a road to and beyond
hegan. After dinner a short time was spent Canaan

the

in looking over the town. We found a smart
thriving village, filled with shrewd business
men, fully alive to the advantages of tlici'-

position, and the desireableness of
Between

a

m rrR

from

< or
respondent

railroad.

••

ol

boston.
t

In.-

J

nunu!

liosTox, Feb. 11. IS71

and two o’clock the public ball
with a crowd of the citizens,

one

I NOT KKAll !
filled
on Sundays and in the Ibiblie Library—is
anxious to hear what might be said on the llie
last commandment added to the deea
subject that is uppermost in all their minds. login? by tin- wise men of Massachusetts,
H. C. Tuttle, Esq., called the meeting to "t mi
may walk, -sail or drive, the weathei
order, and was made chairman. Hen. Johnbeing prnpiiions am! your means allowing
son was chosen Secretary.
The chairman
you may attend secular lectures; listen to
said, in explaining the objects of the meet- dramatic reeiiations; or real novels at
ing, that the need of railroad communication home -and it is lawful; but sanction I'm
was universally felt and acknowledged. The
culling knowledge trom the hoarded re a*
citizens of the town had within their reach tires ol the
public library is not to be append
the means to do very much towards construct- ed to the
lawgiving code of modern Athens
ing the road to Burnham, if not the whole. Fhe same subject had the consideration ol
They were ready to grade and sleeper the last year’s legislature, but met with no favor
road ready for the rails. The distance is 8 l-t
Again it lias been tried and again defeated.
miles, which can be shortened by a thorough Whether tin friends of the movement will
survey. In ten years we have paid enough rally for a third attack remains to he seen
to the other roads, to have built this branch, In the
discussion of the question its oppon
j
and should be SJOO.OttO better olf if we had j cuts alleged that it would be an invasion id
it. The freighting to this village is fit too tons ; the
sanctity, and a breaking down of all
yearly, and Athens, if the road i- extended laws
the S ibbath
On the othei

was

It is doubtful whether, when a preacher ers had proceeded, they would have deservgospel, he gave so good an account of ed hanging, after trial and conviction. Jackthe profits of his stewardship. It lie did, it son was resolved on war only as a last resort.
is lamentable that he saw tit to change With the abolitionists ol 1801, it was the first

only thought.

have furnished

We

that lias gone into the

unequalled

of the

and

the outlet and inlet
si Vi.no.

from sis,mil) to $o|),0m) per
The sleighing construction
the party forward
mile
will
ii
1'liis is the route to
was
afcomplete
a
line
and
excellent,
opportunity
lorded for viewing the route.
The route for you, and now is tin- time. Hot fast has a line
! the first
lew miles is over rather unproductive harbor, just such as the interior towns need
j
Enthusiastic remarks were also made b>
land, but the travelled road is as level as a
in

er.

a dispenser of salvation without
money
and without price, to a dealer in wet damnation, at a round figure, and a commission to
himself of seven per cent.

r>

v

: was

If, after this conciliatory action, the nullili-

from

may

ur

i
now what they need and you
look' lover the route, ami his
need.
IIlud
Burnham with teams to take the visitors fori ward. Capt. Fletcher, F. 1. Doe, Esq., and opinion w.t: that for the distance no line in
! others of Burnham also aided with their sleighs Maine w ill compare with ii for cheapness ot

moderate advocates demanded.

more

of the Commission-

Mansfield, A. I). Bean.
Thompson, J. N. Stewart.

F. IS. Frederick and others.
The people of Canaan

gretted that

posed liy force the collection of the revenue, lie was
also disposed to concede to nullification all that its

Commissions,.t;,.Vet.49
It will be seen that this puts a very respect-

become. We have a large
of which shall become
country,
surrounding
i>

"■;iu

o

sisted ot Axel Ilayford, S. L. Milliken, W
li. Burrill, W. H. Simpson, W. T. Colburn,
K. II. Ilerriman, Hiram Chase, A. J*. Chase,

he had not had John C. Calhoun
charged
executed for treason.” There was no posAdministrators, Executors and Guardians desiring their advertisements published in the Journal, sible authority for the execution of Calhoun
will please so 6tate to the Court.
for treason, except through the regular operTHE VICTIM OE A BASE CONSPIRACY
The crime of treason is
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers ation of the laws.
must state the Post Office to which the paper I
entered into by parties for the purpose of changed,
defined in the Constitution, and the mode of
has been sent as well as to which it is to go.
screening themselves from exposure and
trial for the offence prescribed. It says—
43-3. M. Pettengill & Co., 6 State St., Boston,
punishment. Mr. Stevens was fifty-seven and
The trial of all crimes, except in cases of imour
are
authorized
Park
New
37
Row,
York,
Agents
years of age, and a native of Maine. He for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertise- peachment, shall be by jury; and such trial shall
has left a widow, two sons and a daughter. ments.
be held in the State where the said crimes shall
43-S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St., have been committed.
On Monday last he sent the following comBoston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this
munication to a friend in Forty-third street: paper.
If Calhoun was guilty ot treason anywhere,
43-T. C. Evans, 100 Washington Street, is an author- it was in South Carolina, and there his trial
Tombs, Feb. 0. 1S71.
ized
ot
this
agent
paper.
to
me
in
Of..m Krirno—If anything happens
43*0Ro. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row,New York, would have taken place.
To have seized and
this awful place 1 want voii to tolegraph to my will
receive adverlisements for this paper, at the lowest
folks, and also to hand over my body. Have the rates. Their orders will always receive
atten- hung him in Washington, by order of the
promt
kindness to take the enclosed to the Herald, f tion.
thank von for all vour kindness to me. God bless
43~Horack Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston ,is President, would have been murder itt its
S. S. Stevens.
an authorized Agent for the Journal.
you. Your friend'.
It was reserved for another and
worst form.
From the communication referred to in the
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on much later administration to seize and hang
above letter, it will ire seen that as early as the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
innocent men and women in the city of Washthe 24th of December last, Stevens contem- form of receipt now used. For instance, 15 May 08,
meaus that the subscription is paid to that date.
When ington.
to
his
own
dehe
has
taken
the
plated
step
a new payment is made, the date will be immediately
struction. He was constantly in a state of changed to correspond,
there is another version ot tins matter in
and thus a receipt iu full is sent
with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested
and
the
wardens
assert
nervous excitement,
another
part of the same volume, and a more
to forward the sums due.
that there was a marked difference in his acOn page 070 occurs the followstate THE POST OFFICE to rational one.
43*ln
money,
sending
tions of late. They considered the ignominy which the paper is sent.-#*
of the whole affair had deranged his mind.
ingchanging the subject, Dr. Kdgnr asked him what
ms LAST statement.
he would have done with Calhoun and the other
OH, P SHAW :
Tombs, X. Y., Dec. 24, is:i.
uullifiers, if they had kept on.
To the Editor 01 the Herald:
We are favored with a copy of the report
“Hung them, sir, as high as Hainan,” was the inSir—I saw your article in Friday's Herald, headstantaneous
should have a terror to
ed in glaring capitals, “A Mayor Vindicated.” By of Mr. Eaton Shaw, who dispenses spirit- traitors to allreply. “They
time, and posterity would have prowhom? By the District Attorney, who put himself ual comlort at the
in Portland, which nounced it the best act of my life.’’
agency
as a witness before the jury and solemnly told them
“If they had kept on,” is an important
that he knew “Axel Hayford, Mayor of Belfast, the Slate has established with the thoughtful
and (ieo. W. Buckmore, and Monroe Young stood care for its children, that is so
a charshining
They didn't keep on. They
qualification.
in
live
as
which they
as high in the community
any
As we stopped because Jackson caused their ground
three men in the United States.” The jury be- acteristic of the republican party.
lieved him and the perjured testimony of Buckmore have before stated, the
figuring up of the of complaint to be removed. Parton says
and Young, and hence convicted me. t pronounce
demnition total” is on page 475—
the testimony of Buckmore and Young false from year's business, the
beginning to end, and without one word of truth thus—
We discover, therefore, that while the President
In it. !so help me Almighty God, whom I expect
was resolved to crush nullification by force if it opWhole amount of sales,
soon to
before. There is not one man in
liVi,r>9l.r>r>

policy preserved

the peace of the country, the other plunged
it into a long, bloody and devastating civil

I Ih

j

We are
in that direction, will double that.
ready to take 'mid ot the enterprise, and

war.

-UAL

U

regulating

hand i t s iriends claim, and Tightly, that the
masses of clerks,
working girls and people
generally, who would lie henefitted by the

gathers the town
j
-The State Temperance Con von. ion at
j
by a sort of hen Augusta roared as gently as a sucking dove would like to hear from all interested.
and chicken arrangement, is troubled about
Mr. Milliken, of Belfast, -aid that the pro- opening o| tie- library on Sundays, have no
concerning a State Police. It resolved that
his offspring. Ilis apprehensions are of two “we
of an enterprise like this does not call othei lime to avail themselves of its privo
suggest whether it he not the duty of moting
kinds. First, lie says “some agencies are the
for
much
speaking. It is a matter ot busi | leges. I hey also maintain that-there are
to
&•.
ReLegislature”
provide one,
found to be perverted by the sale ol spurious solved to
and cents. Mr. M. went, in- many young people inhabiting desolate, ill
suggest! That is coming down ness—of dollars
to a detailed history of the lease to the Maine j lighted "piriviyylc are too poor to nffoi .1
liquors obtained from illegal sources." That from a high horse to a very small pony
Central, and its present aspect. There is no tires he tin yvarming of their apartments
is, they don’t trade with Shaw who represents
-The Watervillo Mail is still in vigor“the law and the profits.” Second, “at some
doubt, he said, that they want the Belfast or suitable clothing in which to appear at
ons pursuit of that unreconstructed lish-way
the
to
road, hut the question with them is how big church, yvh■ > yyouhl gladly spend the Sabbath
is
agencies
profit charged
purchasers
through the Augusta dam. It longs for the a
believed to lie much too large." This is a
gouge they can gel out of us. The opinion in the pursuit of useful knowledge, it they
shad that annually and vainly nth their noses
For siii 11 they ask tic privilege ol
is gaining ground in Belfast that the road could.
serious coupling of evils—bad rum at a high
against the Sprague obstruction.
will not submit to he gouged, and his private opening the narm. oozy, yy el I lighted rooms
price, it is a relief to know that neither of
-A young lady in Montreal, who has had the
these evils crops out from the head centre at misfortune
in ten years Belfast would ot the hhrar, behoy lug that good alone will
to lose both tier legs, has received, we opinion was that
Ii i one of those questions
Portland. There everything is serene. In- are. told, over a dozen otters of marriage during he heller otf to let the Central road go, it the j be lie1 resu
the
year; and what is more extraordinary,
deed the agent complains that “he is allowed she past
refused them all, though one ol the suitors towns above it will take hold in good earnest j which the pi ogres,ire spirit of the age is
was a member of the Dominion Parliament.
The to extend tiie road.
to charge only seven per cent commission.”
But we want no cheat- j constantly pi hieing, mil which
bigotry
young woman is highly aceouiplishe I and speaks
'flie Commissioner, who
under his wings

agencies

From all ol which the conclusion

the State

Agent

show, and that

thinks he is not

$0,782 is

comes

that

getting
enough

fair

a

seven

We

don't

taste may he in
tallies with less

demijohns.
Appended to the report is a list of the towns
that purchased the sanctified article of Mr.

pro ferred.

what
the Canadian
this respect, but in Maine
language and more legs art-

——“Suicide is confession.”

This seems
His long acShaw, and the amount in dollars and cents of cusatory letter is evidently the inspiration of
their trade for the year. It is a curious fact insanity or revenge. A conspiracy such as
that Lewiston heads tin- list, having bought he details would be too complicated to escape
the detection of counsel or the suspicion of
$8,313 worth, and thus we find the place in jurymen.
[Boston Post.
which the Maine law is most rigidly enforced
-If the steamer Tennessee, with the
tii be the largest consumer in a lawful
way. whole batch of San
Domingo Commissioners
Allowing the average price to be live dollars has
gone to the bottom, we wonder if tinthat
was
furnished
with
1002
per gallon,
city
radicals will see anv special Providence in
gallons, or an average of more than two gal- it?
and
lons
a half for every man who voted for
-The Bangor Whig still clings to the
Perham. Of course no other class is allowdiscussion.
However it may stray to
jail
ed to have the dangerous fluid. Portland is
other topics, or indite other themes, it is there
next on the list, with a little bill of $8,110,
at last that “home hound fancy runs her
which is abstemious, considering her size.
bark ashore.’’
Bangor, a democratic city, had only $4,347
-An interesting letter from a Belfast
worth. Belfast modestly bought only a little
in Florida is crowded out of our columns
bill ol $1,070. But it took $2,232 to
lady
quench
this week. It will appear in the next numthe thirst of Waterville. Camden
sticks
put
in its lemonade to the amount of only $501. ber of the Journal.
Belmont had $400. Lincolnville $380.
-Alioe Carey, the poetess, died in New
Appleton cautiously bought only $15.95 worth, York, last week, after a long and painful illif those who ness. She was fifty years of age.
perhaps with the idea of

country,

of Brooks

backed

and

long

oy

ion can't

esl

at ll i slu'd custom, is us coll

Ibreyer in the old rutNew
be nil
nd then the "pa
tient yv liters,’' who long for these belter
.qi
portunilies, will be no loser-.”
run

nm-r

grooves

road, if you only think
Taxation is the great bugbear with those
who oppose, if there are any. But the investment. will double itself in the increased I
value of property. We mean what we sav.

matter to build this
so.

Our record is

guarantee of good faith. We

nu.

.win:

anil pectoral t'ann* lias also reei-iyeit
some aUention from the assembled wisdom
on lieaeon Hill during the
present week id

l'ill

"1

having been conferred upon the tliliv
t iwn lorme ly known as (troton
little
ing
| Junction. Knvious pe..ple say as lirutus
i .< -:>]■
dii' is ambitious,” and paid
Mr. Hayfonl. President of the Belfast road, i said ot
some .<jo.0,1,i ,,| more lor this
distinguished
gave some statistics of the business that the
\\ bethel he
honm
■■line down with the
new road
was
developing. The receipts
t > thi
ononnt is not
The road -damp
positively
were from $1(0 to .*27.> per day.
Imt
tn.it he gave a hall, a few even
known;
Censhould be extended north of the Maine
a

want to know that you are to act, and
good faith. If so, the road can be built.

name

in

tral. Belfast has done much, and about ill
she can, both in corporate and individual
paeity. We know by experience whar may
he done to divert business from < gives, point
by the power of special rates. Wi know

,

how relentlessly the Maine Central x< uses
its power, and your here know and ieei it in
your pockets. We can take your freight to
Bellas! and send if by steamers to Boston as
quick amt much cheaper than the Maine CenHe believed the day would come
tral can.
■

seeing

customers

those

harbor, as an outlet for your produce, and
inlet for supplies. This meeting is a guaranIt is not a great
tee of the interest you feel.

to be verified in Stevens’s case.

One little item will arrest the attention of ed in Portland, William II Clifford, l’rcsithe searcher into curious statistics. Ham- dent.
lin’s Grant Plantation had $1,353 worth of
At the
Democuatic State Committee.
Mr. Shaw’s fluids. The name of Grant is
at
of
Democratic
the
Committee,
meeting
suggestive of good cheer, and it is not re- the Mansion House,
on Thursday
Augusta,
markable that this population should he jolly.
of last week, James II. Butler, Esq., was
The place may have been named after a loyal
elected chairman, and Henry Farrington,
combination of our President andU. S. Senator.
Esq., Secretary. It was voted to hold the
We can .earn nothing of it from official reState Convention at Augusta, previous to
cords, save that it is in Oxford County, and June 30th.
Many prominent gentlemen,
in l.HGH cast 14 votes for Grant and 5 lor Seymembers of the legislature and others, were
mour.
With a supply of over 14 gallons to
present, and remarks were made of a highly
each voter, one would think the faithful
encouraging and satisfactory nature. The
there were holding a perpetual celebration
review of the field shew that the election of
over the
christening of the place.
a Democrat to the Presidency in 1*7:? may be
A special amendment to the State Agency
as a certainty.
regarded
law permits the agent to sell to towns outside the State. It gives him the right
The scandalous Miller divorce case, the
the
whole details of which excited the liveliest interest
himself over the
spread

like

Unity. If Canaan means business, we are I staidly lighting again-t. Liberalism unis;
Flicwheels of public opin
ready to do all we can. We have a line open prevail in time

know

for
disseminating great moral ideas through his
not

ing transactions

[Kvi'hange paper.

languages.

partook survived a reasonable time, before
—-Flocks ol the pine grosbeak have apventuring on a larger bill. Bueksport had peared at Brunswick, and the Telegraph is
The Register says that on Thursday night, $2,100; Waldoboro, $1,454; Wlnterport, puzzled about them.
-A Democratic Club has just been form- j
hanging .Jan 12, some dogs came into the sheep yard $492; Ellsworth $1,049; Frankfort, $834.

bv seeing a white cloth
the inner door. Mr. Orr cried out to of John J. Holman, who has a nice tloek of
liis associate (Kennedy),saying, “There is sheep of about one hundred and twenty-live,
London, Feb. l >. The Emperor Napoleon I something wrong here.” In a few moments and made a fearful work among them.
•'iii'.s the following proclamation to the dec- !! the door was
They chased the sheep over the yard, throwopened and
iors of France:
ing down the stone wall in many places,
STEVEN'S WAS FOUND HEAD,
with which the yard is mostly fenced in, and
Wilhelmshohe, Feb. Kill, 1S71. Betrayed
by fortune,and having kept since my captiv- he having hung himself to the top of the cell some of them were found in adjoining fields
iiy a profound silence, which is misfortune’s door by means of a strip from a sheet on his and orchards with legs eaten off, fore shoulmourning, as long as the armies confronted bed, which he had torn for the purpose. ders eaten out and many of them bitten, lame,
each other, 1 abstained from any steps or After securing the strip around his neck, chewed, jammed and (lifted, so that lie had
words capable of causing party dissensions; Stevens, as he could not suspend himself, to butcher several of them, and, doubtless,
but I can no longer remain silent before my sank to the lloor, and his weight so tightened will have to more.
country’s disasters, without appearing insen- the apology for a rope as to produce strangusible ot her sufferings. When I was made lation. When found Stevens apparently had
The annual meeting oi' the Warren manOn
prisoner, 1 could not treat for peace, because been dead for two hours or more.
ufacturing
company was held last week, and
my resolutions would appear to have been searching the cell occupied by deceased, the following gentlemen were chosen Direcdictated by personal considerations. I left were found among other things, a letter ad- tors: Albert Johnson, Camden; John Fot he Regent to decide whether it was for the dressed to Warden Stacom and another digler, South Hope; M. M. Richards, WaldoIt will bo boro; Wm. (>. Fuller,
interest of the nation to continue the struggle. rected to Bailey, deputy keeper.
Rockland; Thomas
seen
the
letter
to
the
Warden
by perusing
P. Burgess, Charles II. Jones, and Church
Notwithstanding the unparalleled reverses of
in
France, she was unsubdued; her strong-holds that
Vaughan, Warren. It was voted to increase
HIS DVIS'D STATEMENT
the capital stock from §50,000 to §100,000.
unreduced; few departments invaded and
1’aris in a state of defence. The extent of her lie
protests his entire innocence of the charge Notwithstanding the unusual drouth of the
mislortunes might possibly have been limited, of which he had been convicted.
summer and fall had unfavorably affected the
lmt while attention was directed to her eneworking of the mill, a dividend of eight per
Feb.
7.
1871.
Tombs,
mies an insurrection arose at Paris, the seats Mr. Warden’
Stacom, City Prison, New York:— cent, was declared.
■ if
representatives were violated and the safe- Dear Sir—Before another morning dawns I
t
of the Empress threatened and the Empire, shall have gone on that journey from which no
A woman known as Jennie Eaton, about
which had been three times acclaimed bv the traveller returns that we have any authentic account of.
lias been ninley years old, died near Brunswick vilMy brain for the last ten
people, overthrown and abandoned. Still- under fearful excitement, and I camedays
to the resolve
lage, a few days since. She lived by hering my presentment, 1 exclaimed what mat- to put an end to an existence which lias become self in a small hut, of one room. She
kept
In- most miserable, for having beenjeonvicted on a false
ters my dynasty if the country is saved?
five or six hens in the hut also. A pile of
stead of protesting against the violation of my charge by Axel Hayford, Mayor of Belfast, Me.,
in
one
corner
had
served
for
a
bed
for
of
the
same
and George W. Buckmore,
city, and rags
right, I hoped for the success of the defence Monroe Young, of Ellsworth, Me. I say now, as more than forty years, it is said. The bed,
the
of
devotions
the
till’d admired
patriotic
I hope soon to appear before my God, that there the room, and the woman were in a most
children of France. Now when the struggle was not one word of truth in the evidence, so help
state. There were no windows.
She
is suspended and all reasonable chance ol me Almighty God. They will get the reward, and filthy
their heads rest the blood of an innocent man. appeared unwilling to see any one save a
victory has disappeared, is time to call to ac- on
She
Please have me sent to my daughter, who is at No. few who charitably befriended her.
count the usurpers for the bloodshed, ruin and
241 West Forty-third street, in as quiet a way as died alone.
squandered resources. It is impossible to possible, without eollin, and telegraph to W. H.
abandon the destinies of France to an unau- McCrillis, of Bangor, of the affair, and publish this
The Chicago Times says Sumner, in his rethorized government to which was left no au- short notice in the eitv papers, and oblige yours
St.. S. Stevens.
cent personal debate, declared that Chandler
thority emanating from universal suffrage. truly,
to
as
above.
Also deliver all my tilings
my friends
“had done him great injustice, and he ought
()rdcr, confidence and solid peace are only reOn the border of a copy of the Herald, de- to rise now in his seatand acknowledge it.”
coverable when the people are consulted rea postscript, in which lie There has been no more delicate
piece of
specting the government most capable of re- ceased had written
than suffer imprisonment for satire
during the present session, for, of
pairing the disasters of the country. It is says: ‘-Sooner
I
will
die.”
I
am
not
guilty
course. Chandler was in his chronic, state of
essential that France should be united in her a crime of which
LETTER TO MR. BAILEY.
saturation and couldn’t get up.
wishes. For myself, bruised by injustice and
Mr. Bailey—If anything befalls me in this
hitter deceptions, I do not know or claim my
I want you to send to my friends, 241 YY'est
An Indian Chief, in a telegraph office in
repeatedly confirmed rights. There is no place
to come for me. l’lease deliver
room for personal ambition, but till the peo- Forty-third street,
told that the operator was
all my things to them—two blankets, two pillows, Montana, being
ple are regularly assembled and express their two comforters, one sheet, valise, overcoat. Mr. “talking with a white brother two thousand
will, it is my duty to say that all acts are il- Tilley will know. I thank you kindly, kindly for miles distant,” gave it as his opinion that
legitimate. There is only one government your uniform kindness to me, and also thanks to that was the “longest talk” lie had ever
in which resides national sovereignty; able Mr. D. Dwyer, who lias always been kind to me. witnessed.
S. S. Stevens.
Your.!, kindly,
to lical the wounds; to bring hope to the
TIIE INQUEST.
fireside, to re-open the profaned churches
Some fat men do not -eel; •weslee-'S, if i-= thru t
and to restore industry, concord and peace.
During yesterday afternoon. Coroner upon them.
startled

NAPOLEON’S

j

elegaut,
nuisie

able

j

freight

people

eruors

receipts

invited, including the (<ov
Hampshire and M issachu
ot New Kuglaud wa- U-u

the cold

out

t ill:

from this town and

those above will swell its

were

New

ot

I’lie rest

j sett-.in

| have its road go into the hands of the Maine

The

charmitiglv
delightfully fragrant, the
enehanlingly heaiilil'ul, the -tippet
ilowrr

tie

sumptuous, the wines delicious and spark
To.
ling, and the dancing ver.v enjoyable
this
grand entertainment a great many not
i

when it would he done.
Joseph Barrett. Esq., ol Canaan, sai l it
would he against the interest of Belfast to
Central.

ings since, unsurpassed in magnitude, and
briiliaiii y bv any similar event in this sober
state, is a w -II established fart
It was got
ten
->f expense,
and the
up regard le
toilette.- are di -ei ih.-I as most
bewildering,
'!"• 1‘t'o'V I
ertt-hiug, the rooms

The lower

(

tutKN's M(s>to\.

till

of this institution, loeat
waopened la-t
•veiling fetiie second ot a series of enter
ainmen; to he given tor the benefit of the

very large

ehapel

here yesterday Irom
ly
Delegations
Athens, expecting to meet the Belfast Dim
tors.
They would contribute largely towards
building the road. The country above irich in resources of lumber, agricultural pro

ed

duets, slate, &c., all

It i- under the direct patronage
churches; though it has th*a-sistuiire ot
wealthy and kindly hearted
t other denominations,
people
(humected
with tile chapel are large,
rooms, in

were

to railroads

at

Skowhegan

Mr. B

continued at length
business for railroading.
Hiram

charges

Mission,

Burrill,

Esq., said the
freight furnished by

i ids

^tre.-t,

Mission

design and operation,

is

very

similar, in,

to the Home for Little

\\ under

ot which are now carte it

and elsewhere
in stating the

Trcinont

on

ot the i uitarian

j

railroad

airy

which

temporary home and school privi
amounts to $40,00() per year
He had him- j leges are provided fot these little unfortu
'late one-, m l
isell paid $20,0Uit to two roads the p:ist vear.
opportunities present
If he could have the same rate tor goods over themselves, they are removed to permanent
the Belfast road that is n<jw charged to Port- though perhaps not more comfortable homes
II caseland by the other road, he could take freight in
They s.-em very happy and!
witli an indefinite increase of in and about Portland, was terminated on here, truck it to Skowhegan, and save money .joyous just where they are.
Ivspeeially so otu
and per cent.
Curious to see to Saturday, by a verdict in favor of the wife, He had IS,ODit bushels of corn now ready to tin- particular evening, sitting in two smiling
on

('.maan

what extent other States had rushed in to
giving her the divorce asked for. The ver- come forward. He had seen the ctfeets of
the pure and unadulterated article of dict, while it virtually substantiates all that j competition before the two roads were eotisoShaw, we find that only the little mountain the libel of the wife charges concerning the lidaled. When the rates on the Maine <Yii-:
town of Freedom, in New Hampshire, has drunkenness and violence ot the husband, Iral were too high, he went to see Mr Eaton,
taken the privilege, with $12o worth. We exonerates her from the
charge of adultery i President of the other road. Mr. Noyes Unit
shall look for next year’s report, to see if she with Hen Sespley, which was argued with so sent for him, and he got fair rate- :ig;iin.
It
repeats the dose, as an endorsement, of the much persistence and ingenuity. Thetien- the Bellas! road is built to ('.tnaan it will lie
secure

row-

j

a

within the

pleasantly lighted, prettily

trimmed ehapel.
I’erliaps they couldn't tm
del stand and appreciate the droll savings ot

funny Frenchman, the line wit of Murk
or
the 'plaint Immor of Widow
Redon, as portrayed by (ieo. M Raker, in
III- skillful readings, hut older
people

Wie

Twain,

P will -bowed them where the laugh came in, and
If she does, it will he eral testified to the falsity of all allegations worth
per cent, more than now
'hat wa- -iilli bent.
the
of
vnu it
and
in
a manner that carried so i make immense dilference to us and t
lines
of
the
I'he readings were
kind,
glowing
But if the Maine Central gels agreeably interspersed with music that was
much of candor that the defence declined to you compete.
“When Freedom from her mountain height
(I we get our vet', sweet tnd harmonious.
cross-examine.
your road, it will eat you up.
Specially so
Unfurled her standard to the air,
people united, we can Imild the' road, 1 think was a song by Mrs. liurney, “How The
She drew on Shaw for rum at sight,
A Presidential brother-in-law was before \rou have an excellent road and a nice cit\. Lea it ti Ini t. ates ('line
And got as tight as thunder there.”
Ajar.’’ Sweetly, sott
the Senate for confirmation last, week the 1 was surprised to see the extent <*t Belfast, ly, v
mpalhelie tllv the silvery strains fell
The proclamation which Louis Napoleon is- ltev. Mr. Kramer, as Minister to Denmark. its
splendid harbor, and business laeilitics. upon listening ears, claiming the closest at
sues from his Geruian
palace-prison, will he Sumner inquired into the reverend gentle- We want a connection with it. and mean in hmtion, and moistening many eyes with then
read with much interest, as the reappearance man’s anteeedents, which were found to he have it.
touching pathos.
of the man who hut six months ago was be- not of the most desirable kind. Another
Abel Prescott, a
1
I III
III!
>

quality

of the fluid.

proper to change the
poet, and sing—

businessman

of

Canaan,

lieved to hold in his hands the destinies of Senator created much mirth
by reading a list spoke earnestly in favor of the mail
Europe. .Simultaneously with that comes the o4 the President’s relatives in office. This; Mr. 1'little, chairman, said we have always
news that on
Sunday next the Germans will Kramer had his face slipped in the street1 had our eye on Belfast as an outlet, over since
make a grand triumphal entry into Paris.
for impertinence while consul at Leipsio. lie Long’s survey
Forty-one miles in a direct
is a mere loafer, utterly unfit for the position. line brings us to the open sea. If built, UnWe learn that a large barn filled with hay, situated about a mile from Kllsworth and owned by There will certainly he “something rotten load will double our business.
Our freight
Monroe Young, was completely destroyed by lire in Denmark" if this brother-in-law ever
gets j will go over it, and where men’s business
was
incenprobably
yesterday morning. The lire
there.
diary. [Whig, I4tb.
goe- they go. \\ e don’t ask you to build the
I

I

nil

|

V

is still nude. ided.

I’.SM'.K

\ rumor was

ipiite prey
alen! in lIn1 city this allernoon to the etteet
!
that she had been hear.I t'roin, Imt later aegive no support to the statement
The many h i. ml- of Dr. Ilowe of this city,
who, ii will lie remembered, was one ol the
I loinili.pl ( onnnissi
San
oners, are deeply
a
anvion
are the
pul.lie irenera 1 ly, thoueh
..its

strong hope?

yet entertained ol her

are

arrival.

LOCAL ITEMS,&c.

RAILROAD EXTENSION.

sate

city readers will peruse with interest
tile account of the meeting at Canaan, in
another column. It is a guaranty that our
Our

\

.VKiut s i nan.

News of the County and City.

and 11
1'. lluvcy A <
W Stearns A Cm
contributed .*<1-00 to the road can be extended to that point as soon as
tiremen's fund, in appreciation ot their ser- it is ascertained that our relations with the
And not
vices last Saturday night, in saving their Maine Central are ended.
to

ItEr.AiiiuxG Kels. The only reptile we have in
this locality, in any wholesale quantity, is the cel.
Its bite is not deadly except to a fish-hook, and after being once bitten, we never knew a hook to reKels live best in water, though one will
cover.

that point, but to the towns of Ifartland and
to the
lliplev, on the one route, or Athens on the
laud in aid of the poor of Paris to-day. The other. Hither of these would make tributary
lair lor the benefit of French soldiers will to our road a
productive region of country,
take plate shortly, it is said, at the Huston affording a great deal of freight. Canaan
I'heitUv. The contributions already received is but
and
miles east of

manage to survive an hour or two in a pan of hot
fat over a hot coal tire. But water is their best hold,
and they delight to root round in the mud at the
bottom of the sea. An eel will out root a hog, and

The linns ot <

only

property.
Ovei #00,00(1 had been subscribed

eight

Skowhegan:

tables aie numerous, and embrace the. branch road of which the hitter town
many costly and beautiful article-. Among is now the terminus, furnishes t" the Cenother tilings is to lie an album of sketches tral, at Kendall's Mills, as much Ireighl as
prepared by the most eminent lloston ar- comes from all stations cast ol that
tists.
The skowhegan Reporter of last
I.if (he

point.

11

Kcv. S

severely

so

year, i-

to lecture

Sabbath
Ke\
i,ii
c11

—

last

in Music Hal! tin* last

this month
Mr Shack ford,

the

They

v

are

lec-

eminent

'-erics

ot

course

in

wholly literary, and

are

upon the characters ol Macbeth.

-i-itieisms

of Ten

Hamlet, and upon the the writings

Pr.if

and Dickens.

iiv-iin

was

ot

ita! writot
delivering a
s
in the Meieantile I.ihrary

turer
11;!

Tyug of New York who
by brother clergymen

tried

n

IFTTER FROM STOCKTON.
I

orivniioiuienco ol tlu* Journal,
SrorKii >x, 1'«•!». 11, 1x7*1.

1 he lack of snow has cait-ed consiilcrahle

inconvenience in this section, and the recent
tall of the Hakes lias brought with it a generFuel is being
al activity along the line.
in large ipianwood
kiln
rapidly gathered:
tities is being landed on the wharves tor
and every conceivable kind ot a

shipment,

be found

unemployed is being,
dratted by Mudgett, Libby & C,ratlin, to haul
the vast piles of timber of all descriptions,
that

team

can

with which they intend to feed their steam
mill the coming summer.
The winter tints far has been depressing to
our business men, and the prospect- for the
coming season are not cheering. All the energies of our shipbuilders have been devoted

keeping up appearances, hoping lor better

to

Hm dividends t-oiiie like angel’s visand tlu* conclusion lias been about reached that it don’t pay to build ships for the
take of selling them at a sacrifice of twentyIn the meantime, the Comlive per cent.
:

lies.

it-

week says—

The month of January was the best freight
month oil record at this station. Mr. Eaton lias received over 88+00 on incoming freight and pre-

paid freight shipped.
That station furnishes from sl.bii.non to
•■/JOiy'+Hi worth of business per year to the
Central road. Another very important feeder is the Dexter branch, of which we have

let him pick his ground.
l'.els vary in size as much as darning needles, itfld
some are not much larger when they first conclude
to bo eels. A lot of very infantile eels playing in a
much like vermicelli soup as
As they arc not called
upon to die at a very early age, their life is ol great
length. We have known it to.be over four feet.
About a good sized eel to describe, is the Bologna

pool of water look

anything

we

as

remember.

sausage size. Taper one end a little for a tail, cut
a gasli in the other tor a mouth, and hang on a pair
of ears about two inches long, and you have an eel
at rest.
We are not quick enough with a lien to
describe them in motion, hut any one who has ever
Gen. K. K. Spinner's autograph on a green-

seen

back. can get a very good idea from that. Next I o
flea or a flash of lightning, you don't find anything much livelier than an eel. In catching them
all you have to do is to hook and pull them to the
top of the water, and they will do the rest. As
a

carpenters, joiners and other
< juito. a
mot ing out of town.

Sandy Point, Thursday last,
it Jon t. n.i burthen, Imill under the French
Lloyds inspection, and a superior vessel.

Hcrry &

will be taken to Huston

Sic
tot

Co., at

uiiinediafelv

sale.

tons, launched a
The ban|ue Sarah,
Kiee at Sandy
few weeks since by H. 1
point, is also for sale.
l ho National Insurance Company of Hau.ViS

c.ir.

the, stock

ot

which i

largely

owned in

Stockton, at its recent meeting made choice
M. Partridge, our accommodating
ol S
lh-puty Collector, as one of the directors,
and ('apt. llezekiah Hcniman, Surveyor
itenoral for the American Lloyds ot Maine,
Willi such commarine inspector.
as theii

petent odicers, the stockholders may expect
the alia.i of the company to lie ably administered.

Oats,
Potatoes,

Dried

05 to

Apples,

8 to
do to

Cooking, do.
He was the Canary that sent forth Butter,
Cheese,
Saloon.
in
his thrilling notes from a cage
Dodge’s
E-rga,
A prowling cat put her paw on him and stilled Lard,
Beef,
forever.
Dick's
notes
poor
Apples,Baldwin,
Several complaints against persons for fast driv- Veal,
Dry Cod.
ing in the streets were made to Marshal Bean, last

3> to
20 to
25 to
18 to
8 to
90 to
10 to
0 to

Dick is dead !

Saturday,

and the dangerous

Norwich file Insurance
X

the nth.

Tuesday

was a

in with

a

lively day for trade.

Produce

rush.

Cash

tin-

an

has

arrangement concerning the fisheries,
been

made

to

include the Alabama

claims, and provisions made for

a

joint

com-

certain business, however. If a man is successful
he is generally lucky. Mike Keaton was formerly
among eels what Gordon Cummins was among
lions; hut Michael has left us, and no more prods
bis spear into his favorite game. But he is not for-

GENE RALITIES.
The (loston Post says Browulow and Morton
carried into the Senate Chamber by their servants
fully represents the paralyzed Radical party.
The Louisville (.'mirier Journal is of Hie opinion
that there is one virtue that is its own reward—
that ol having married into the Grant family.
Mrs. Lincoln was in Loudon at last accounts
where her youngest sou is at school. II is said she
will soon go to Rome to -qif.ul a lew months with
her tricod, flic wife of bishop Simpson.

i from two to three feet would suffice for a meal.
Michael was wont to tell of a man who went into
I one ol our restaurants and partook sparingly of
eels. “Talk about eating eel.” said Mike,
alter
he got done, I put the hack hones together and
measured them, and he had eat over live feet of
choice pieces!”
Barring a frozen ear, there is
nothing that will peel handier than an eel. Cut the
-Kin round the neck, just under the ear; take the
head in your mouth, holding it firmly with your

teeth; having on a pair of mittens, grasp the eel
at the neck, give a good pull and he will roll out of
Any unmarried prem-her desiring a ‘•licld" in
Leu\ cnworth, Kansas, is requested to address Sister his skin as easily as you can roll out of bed.
Kate Hanson.
(hir crowded columns forbid us saving a in more
There are more than fiOO plants in one of the about this interesting fish, for wc could write about
school-houses in Springfield Mass.
Scarcely a eels to any length, because they are such a very
window in the building hilt lias its row of plants; eel-astir
subject.
I
adorn
the
all
walls,
and
the
pictures
appliances for
making the rooms pleasant and a sojourn in them
Shout Cakk. Our winter lias just, begun.
prolitahle abound.
James says the potato market is getting lively.
The women at La Crosse, AVis., have got the rag
carpet mania the worst way, making up all the old Tuesday was St. Valentine's day. Wc are under
'■lollies they call lind. Men have to sleep in their everlasting obligation to li icn ls that wc received no
pants to keep from having them made up into car- valentine.Jerry Whitten's Calico Ball was a sucpets, and then they often wake up in the morning
cess—judging from an eve view of it.A lady lost
and lind a leg cut off.
her pocket book containing over Sol), in our city
Boston is in a convulsion of laughter over a woIt was found by another lady and reTuesday.
man who refused to buy beef on
account of the
stored to the owner. She cannot be too thankful
cattle disease, and took a lamnd of liver instead.
The President favors the repeal of the income that it fell into honest hands.Local street, scene:
tax.
itoutwell is Us prominent friend. He looks One man rushes up to another and says “For (Jot
with disfavor on any attempt to lesson his means of sake, how arc
you? How long before I haven’t
bleeding the public. Tt is said that the repeal will seen you?”.A
youthful clerk in town labored
cause ltis resignation.

sustain it.
Sea Moss Ferine from pure Irish Moss, for Blanc
Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ac.,Ac. The
cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious tood in the
world.

OYSTERS!

to

FRES1I
Received

AND
daily

from

Edward

SOLID,

meeting
they “resolved" against;
"worthless, lazy, whining husbands, resembling an staying at Brookliu, Deputy Sheriff Tucker was
many indolent Rgy ptinn mummies.”
despatched with a warrant for him. The officer

A citizen of West Kairlce, A t., lias surmounted
bis legant new burn with a hundred dollar model
Or it may be that on one of the re- of a ship.
t.rant
mote branches of the genealogical tree, the
Mrs. Grant lias rejoiced the souls of tile strugsutlrnge sisters at Washington by the declarafamily of (irant and the family of Roberts gling
tion that her heart is with them in the cause.
nestled in sweet communion, like doves in
Tite Howard Slate Co. shipped its first ear load
of Silenus. It is not
the

found that

Ilanley stopped at the house of a Air.
Hamilton, where he was arrested on suspicion, but
told a plausible story, and was suffered to escape.
A bundle of his clothing was found there, vyitli a

journal kept by him, which showed from the record
which he made of himself that lie

was a

hard

ease,

yet definitely of slate from Dover, on Monday last. The quarry lie there wrote himself down as having been for
j three months an inmate of Alachias
is situated near the banks of Wilson stream, at the
known that he will leave liis large, responsijail, for stealbead of ,Settee Lake, and is easily accessible to the.
ing. Air. Tucker was unable to strike bis trail
which
must
remunerative
!,i, nud
business,
15. & P. Railroad, summer and w inter. The Gazette
again, and returned without him.
sari I v require Ids personal .superintend- understands that this quarry lias recently been
in
from Messrs. Leavitt «t Weston, and will
On Friday morning last, S. I,. Millikcn put in an
purchased
ence. to accept an office involving so much heseafter tie known ns the Howard Slate
Quarry.
appearance at the railroad depot in Augusta, for
and
care
ill
a
perplexity
diligent
making
The Illinois savans are discussing cow-milking, the purpose of takiug passage homeward. lie was
wise and judicious distribution ot the gov- some favoring the fore and aft. and others the “didressed :n his usual good style, and bore upon his
agonal" style. One patriarch believes that “every
ernment pap. t" keep the wheels of party so man should he left free to milk
Recording to this *rfe fyi extra overcoat of the newest and most ex| q^Asive style, which lie deposited carefully across
greased ^that not a squeak shall mar the dictates of his own conscience.”
a seat.
When the train reached Burnham, our felThe
of
Lincoln
was out of debt on the
sensitive.
And
the
terof
tlie
most
county
serenity
first day of January, and had a balance of nearly low citizen emerged,
bearing on his arm a faded,
rible threat after the Republican County Con$1000 in the treasury.
and dilapidated garment,
seedy,
ragged,
patched
touch
a
d—d
vention, never to
politic again,
A hammer weighing 1700 pounds, attached to a that looked as though it
might have pertained to
But wo don't be- pile-driver on the Kiiropeau and North American the
comes vividly to mind.
earthly estate of Lazarus. 1t was the only unRailroad, broke loose from its tastings one day
lap

—

would die a bachelor, did not think he would
live to lie married, so when an old soldier
like Barnabas says he is out of polities forever,
be thinks he will not survive the vacation
that occurs between elections. But 1 glean
from the

knowing

ones, that those sachems

week, and went down into the mud twenty-four claimed garment in the cur! He desires to interfeet before it stopped. Tite mud closed over it, so view the man that made the exchange.
that it cannot he recovered at present.
Mr. Whitten gave an exhibition ball by the puA tiger marked wild eat was shot in Draeut,
of his school, at Pierces Hall, on Friday evepils
Mass., on Thursday. It was 1 ft. 4 in. in length,
and il< leap measured between twelve and fourteen ning last, which was very numerously attended,
feet.
and a general good time had. His school was comdiaries Tliurlow and William Perkins brought posed of eighty coupls, and the ease and grace acin a ton of eodtish to the market on Wednesday quired by the pupils was observed by all. Mr.
noon, which they had taken from three trawls set
Whitten commences a course of assemblies on Frion Tuesday night.
An extraordinary catch for
winter fishing. The fish varied from three pounds day evening next, to be held weekly.
to forty in weight.
[New bury port Herald.
Much of the
in circulation about here is
last

scrip

party, Hamlin, Hale and llichborn,

Calskill has got the laziest man vet discovered,
lie got up the other morning with one car frozen
did not cate to entrust their interests to the because
lie was too lazy to turn over on the pillow
navigation of the shoal water politicians of to warm it.
ot the

Belfast, whom they regard

as

first

(

lass

cau-

but not

Pittsburg has a young woman who has passed
herself off for a man for three years without detec-

possessing sufficient brains tion, pursued studies at a commercial college and
to the square inch to
comprehend such es- promised to marry another young woman.
sential points as
Otic of the banners carried by the ’Frisco GerCounty, Congressional and
mans, in celebrating the fall of Paris, was inscrib"state matters. Therefore, it is
pretty cer- ed "New dish—Frogs smothered in Sauer-Krant.”

cus

men.

sorry stuff, and the holders are in a constant state
of anxious inquiry whether its redeemer liyeth.
We negotiated some the other day with Mr. Postmaster Tlmrlow, at thirty-three and a third per
cent, discount, and thought it a good trade.
Masonic.

At the last stated

meeting

of Phrenix

Lodge, F. A. M., the following officers for the
rent

were

year
Poor: fico. E.

cur-

by L>. D. G. M. Win. O.
W. M.; C. W. ltancv, S. W.;

installed

Wight,

tain that Barnabas will accept, and the sun
F. A. Foiled, ,1. W. ; Geo. E. Johnson, Sec.; E. S.
A Tennessee temperance lecturer denounced
ot his intellect will slicii ;l bright moral light rum-sellers as worse than murderers. He had a Carter. S. 1>.; Clias. T. Richards, S. S.; Peter E.
subsequent interview with the urbane and genial Tilden, J. S. ;’A. V. Sawtelle, Tyler; W. O. Poor,
over the destinies of those loyal

individuals, hotel-keeper, and

who so ardently advocate tin*, admission of
.nutmegs and iron free of duty.
Mr. Roberts is a man of strict integrity,
large business qualifications, very admit and
He besagacious as a political manager.
and lias allongs to the old abolition guard,
worker
ways been an active, indefatigable
for his party, contributing very liberally of
his means, and will undoubtedly prove a
good collector, and faithful servant to his
master. With a lease of only two years, and
a reliable
certainty of his exit bringing back
the old Democratic rule, which predominated when burdens were easy, and corruption
unknown, w$ send him to you with the best
wishes of his Democratic friends.
Hickori.

are

their Fall

offering

now

and|

Winter stock of

l)rv and Fancy Woods

by

-

at REDUCED PRICES.

Good y’d Hide Cottons 10c per y'd
price 12 1-2

former

cts.

[account annexed.)
Messrs, Mayo Sc Tayler to Geo. I.. Huvuer,

Ginghams 121-2 cts. per yard
Scarlet & Gray Flannels

Expenses

marked down from 45 to 37 cts.

The luoivilizwl

Men

Countries

tested cop)

wears

his left eye in the

sling.

Treasury.

The Whig says that Albert Richardson thought
There is some floating ice in our harbor, but veshe would have some fun at school, in Brower, so he
sels go in and out of the harbor every day. The
put a lut of pepper on the store. The result was
the biggest job of sneezing ever undertaken in
hay business is dull. Storehouses are crowded,
Brewer. Albert was arraigned for malicious mis- dealers
being unwilling to sell at offering rates
chief and lined #10 and costs, which his father paid.
from abroad, which just now gives nothing belter
Many people, particularly children, suffer with than a new dollar for an old one.
the earache; ami for the benefit of such we
give a
sure but
Sell. Mary, Capt. E. McDonald, sailed on Satursimple remedy. Put in two or three drops
ot Johnson's
with day for Georgetown, S. C., with the following pasear
Anodyne Liniment, stop the
undressed wool, bathe the feet in warm water besengers—Miss |R’delle McDonald, Miss Nellie Metore going, to bed, and
keep the head warm at night.
Gilvery, Mr. C'has. E. Johnson. The schooner put
Charles
Capt
Sager, who keeps a superb stock of into Gloucester in a snow storm on
Tuesday.
livery horses in Portland, Me.., informed us recently that he uses the Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition
Attention is called to the advertisement of J. B.
Powders regularly in his stables, and that the exBurr A Co., of Hartford, Conn., who wish for
pense is more than offset by the diminished amount
of grain necessary to keep his horses always in agents to canvas for their new and elegant work
•The Uncivilized Race, of .MrII,'J
good order.

on

As

we

Shop.

r|1HE
A

POTK &

Owll

R. Trim, aged (II

i

QUIMBY.

Now Blacksmith

SHIP NEWS.

Shop

DODGrE’S

few weeks and

March

1st,

of

we are

stock at

previous to
willing to dispose

simonton Bros. «$c Co-.
our

lmos2‘.»

prices that will benefit the

Many goods

customers.

Co-Partnershtp Notice.

i

Dress Goods.
A

splendid

assortment

hand that

on

Those in want of

than cost.

and hear

our

ing elsewhere.

THE CELEBRATED

CLOSK

A

CON

sixteen finished rooms, numerous closets and other cou
Cellar under the whole. The house is lu
has two handsome parlors, parlor chambers
and spacious entries, above and below, all which me
elegantly papered and painted. It is very suitably foi i»
private dwelling, or lor a Boarding House, and M cou
veniiMit for one or two families. A perfect title will be
c.ivi n tree from all claims to dower. The
may
be examined on application to Benjamin Kuowltou iw

venieuces.

premises

PETER f HACHER. Agent of Proprietor.,
No. 2 Kimball Block
Rockland, Jan.

I

Is. 1.

1 I

( >

llV’J

N

1

O ( > 1J.

Beaver Mohair CORONER!
constantly

hand

on

Reduced

,;t

HEL FAST,

t f2

Maim*.

Prices.

Union i>iH ilic Rail mini
f loakinirs,

Waterproof

IIAVI

l.tml 44r.ini

Hit

4*rl

V

from

I

l»o 44

Comp)
in

eiauieal

—OF—

to he closed out

than

It) per cent, less X 21,000,000

sold in this

ever

—OF

city.

Store,

GLOVES.
large

Gloves to he sold at
former

Fleeced

stock of

price 48

Y7

«

Lined

Is. per

pair,

Button

2 Boxes for 25 ets.

RECEIVED

DODGE’S RUG PATTERNS, «tamp«i
RICH, Burlap

JOB BEKS.
Country

disposed

they

Simonton Bros. & Co.

acres

STATU

choice farming l ands
the road, in the

OF

ou

the Hue of

MflllCASkA,

In the
GRKA 1 PLATTF. \ ALLK1
Now for sale, lor cash or credit at low rates ot interest.
1'hese lands tire near the 41st parallel of North l.atltud*
in a mild and healthy elinmte, and for grain growing
and stock raising ar-‘ unequalled i»> any in the L ulled
Slates.
Convenient to market both east and west.
Prices
range from $2,50 to $ 10,00 per acre.

GREAT INDUCEMENTS
To Settlers with

limited

means

2,500,000 ACRES
government lands along the road between
WORTH PLATTS,
Surveyed and open for entry under the Homestead aud
Pre-emption laws, and can be taken bv
ACTUAL SF.TTLLRS, ONLY.
Au opportunity never before presented tor seeuriug
homes near a great Railroad with all the convenience*
of an old settled country. New edition of descriptive
pamphlets with maps, now ready and sent tree to nil
parts of the United States, Canada and Kurope. A.1
dress,
(>. F. DAVIS. Land Commissioner,
•»m"i
U. P. R. if. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Freedom

Academy!

SPRING
rpilL
1 will

TERM OF THIS INSTITUTION,
begin Tim*»«luy, I'eli. ‘Aft, aud continue u*u

weeks under the charge of Mr. N. A. LUCK, Principal,
with competent assistants in the several Departtuem*.
Having thoroughly refitted the School-rooms of the
institution and re-organized the boards of oversight
and instruction, the Trustees are determined to make of
the School one of the best in the State. Primary amt
Normal Departments will be added the coming term,
also a course of Lectures upon Kduc-ttlouul aud Scieuti
tic topics.
Arrangements have been made to furnish
board and rooms to all who uny apply, at the lowest
rates.

TUITION:
$1.50 to 2.00.
Primary Dept.
Common English,
3.50.
-4.50.
Higher do. & Normal,
Classical,.5.00.

1IOAHU,
per n««k.
wishing assistance in procuring board can apply
or
either
ot
the
Principal
following named gentlymen:
W.S. Fuller, A. J. Billings, or Benj. Williams
U ft. rUI.V.KIt. ft4»c relury.
Freedom. Jan. 28,1871.
4w;io
...

Those
to the

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

IN THE TOWNS OF M8NR0E & JACKSON.
OF A GRIST MILL, and privilege*,
j with lour run ol Stones, two of tin nt French Bur*,
aud two Bolts; it is one of the best Country Mills in the
State, the lower part is constructed of Stone and Cedai
Also one Saw Mill in good repair with oppoituultles lor
other Machinery, all the lumber luanulactured tiud* a
ready market at the Mill. Also two Stores, Blacksmith’*
Shop, House lots, &c., all situated in the nourishing
Village of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or
Belfast & M. I- R. R. some six miles. Also in the town
ol .Jackson, several lots of valuable timber lands, most
of them containing a heavy growth of Hemlock, Spruce.
Hardwood and Cedar. The above lots lie six miles from
the Mills in Monroe where the logs
may be driven ui
small expense. Most ol the land is within four miles ol
B. & M. 11, L. R. R. The Hemlock Bark finds a market
at Plymouth which is distant about ten miles, or at Bel
fast. For particulars apply to
JOSEPH PALMER, Monroe Mills or
tldo
BFNJ. WILLIS, Bangor House, Bangor, Me.

CCONSISTING

guarantee Executors Sale of Real Estate.
--OVIRTUE qF A LICENSE FROM THE JUDGE
all,
the
for
BYof Probate,
County ol Waldo, the uudei
Executor ol the last will and

prices

TWINES & NETTING,

Simonton Bros. &

HAYFORD BLOCK,

OOO.OOO

OMAHA ATI)

Finish, Cloth Lined,

Hole Collars

*

Rich

cents.

PAPER COLLARS
Linen

Aci-ob

I'llK—

Best Fanning and Mineral Lands in America.

CUT FREE OF CHARGE
when the cloth is purchased at our

JUST

SONS,

TO

In
Stoiy House amt 1
R°ckl;iml, ou South side ot Rockluml
Benjamin Knowltou’.i
BuOTiiOTr will t,beadjoining
.-old very low, and possession
given immediately. 1 he house is pleasantly siluuted.
in a good neighborhood, live or six minutes walk from
the Post Ollier, High School and Churches, it contains
t

good repair,

selling

FISHERMEN!

IN ORDER
cern, the T wo

w.

■

purchas-

Bargain.

a

\ PERFECT TITLE GIVEN’

stock

Kooks! Kooks! Kooks!

Co,

TWO STORY DWELLING HOUTE
For Sale at

our

before

prices

Businons.

prepared
prlces'as

DRESS GtOODS

would do well to examine

»l'j

At the old stand of 1\ A. CARLF., No. 02 Main si
take this method ot informing all old customers and
to offer goods of the
others that v.e <«r»> now
best quality and at
low as the lowest by adder
ing strictly to our motto, quick sales and small profits.
We hope to meet a liberal share of patronage.
1
a. vakil.
:»iaos‘2r
k. i. mokuis«»n
Belfast, .Ian. 9, lari.

will be closed out at cost and less

WORSTED GOODS

f taith Closet

Hardware

|

department.
g

POOR,
POOR

UNDERSIGNED, having this day formed
JL partnership under the name and style of
CARLE & MORRISON,
For the purpose of carrying on the

fllll L

to lie

are

prices

E.

shall see ct use.
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk
A true copy of suit ana order of Court thereou.
2w.il
Attest—W. G. FUYE, Ci.kiik

Ru<>* Pattern

Linen Handkerchiefs.

WE

U

STAMPED IN BU1LI.1ANT COLORS ON Blfttl.AP
For sale Wholesale and Retail ut

take account of Stock in

». A. BLODfiETT, having lo3
f cated himself in his new iirick Shop,
r opposite L. A. Knowlton Sc Co’s. Store,
AKU1VED,
would inform Ins old customers and the
Feb. *.». Schs Forest Queen, Dyer, Boston; Castellane,
has been
needy public, that he is ready to atteud A break down in
Warren, do; N Clifford, Gilman, Camden.
u> uii jous m ini line, imiuuiiig amp wui k ami general
10. Schs Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Baltimore; Harvest
Good
made in this
Home, Crabtree, New York; M W Drew, Carter, Jack- repairing.
tf;»l
Belfast, Feb-8, lft.'1.
sonville; Ida Morton, Cottrell, Boston; James Jewett,
Coombs, do.
ets. each.
Linen Handkerchiefs
11. Schs Empire, Ferguson, Boston; J. W. Roberts,
O T I O j: !
Baltimore; Morning Star, Sylvester, do.
I
THAT
GIVEN
HAVE
RELINIS HEREBY
SAILED.
quished to my minor son, /. W. Slater, the balance of
Feb. 11. Sell Alary, AIcDonald, Bucksville, S. C.
his time during his minority, and shall pay no debts ot
1>. Schs Oak Grove, Mathews, Boston ; Forest Queen,
his contracting nor claim any of his earnings alter this
Dyer, Castine,
.JOHN G. SLATER.
date.
2w31*
Belmont, Jan. 20, 1871.
Nubias, Hoods,
Castine, Me., Feb. 7—Last Sunday morning a vessel’s
masts were seen through the dense log, near Nautilus
Scarfs, Jackets,
of
Castine
as
at
the
month
and
it
Island,
Harbor,
grew
lighter the sclir Adelaide, was seen ashore on the NorthSontaas, &e.
west point of the Island thumping heavily and the sea
making a clean breach over her, The cold was intense,
at cost and less than cost.
HAVE A LARGE QUANTITY OF BOOKS,
and the wind blovviug a gale from the NW. About sunto dispose of comprising most of the popular
rise she was discovered by the revenue cutter Dobbin,
Moot* ft
of
Adventure,
Travel,
from which a boat was sent to her, and all through that
Poets,
bitter cold forenoon the crew worked desperately and Tales ami Novels, which we oiler for $1.00 each.
sold
most
books
are
booksellers
from $1.50 to
These
by
without intermission to get the sclir off, but in vain, and
alter losing both anchors they ceased their efforts. Alon- $2.50 each. *jf\SAVK FROM 50 to 75 Cents on each
for
free.
Catalogue
day morning being more moderate, the cutter’s crew, Book. Send
Iff. W. I IMH A CO., ffBooton, Mass.
supplied with extra anchors and lines, boarded her
»n
1 in30
P. O. Uov lOOl,
again, and at J o’clock P AI had her up to town and safely docked. Alany of the cutter’s crew are badly frostbitten. They worked nobly and persistently. The Adein Brilliant Colors.
laide hailed from Aiachias, and is owned by E Longfellow NO CAPITALIST IS TOO
& Son, of Machias. She was loaded with corn, Hour,
FARMER IS TOO
molasses, hay, &.c.,from Boston via Belfast lor Machias. NO
She left Belfast Sunday morning. A part of her keel is
gone alt, her forefoot is gone; plank chafed, &c. A sur- NO MECHANIC IS TOO
vey will be held this afternoon.
I to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for the
water-closet or common privy, and places within reach We call attention to
Dealj of
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
all, rich aud poor, in town and in the country, a simin
means
for
the
a
comfortable
house,
providing,
ple
priOdd Job Lots that will be
vate closet, atfording comfort, neatness and health. ers, to
Monday, Feb. 13, 1871.
BU ITER—We quote line fall butter at 30a 12c; good Prices $lJ to $35. Send for Circulars to
selections suited to the best grocery trade, 30a38c; lair
of less than
can be
lots of Vermont and New York at2S:i32c; common do
25c; inferior do 18a2ic; bakers’ 14al5c; Canada20a 30 c for
f R A 0 £
had in the Western Markets.
common to choice, and Western roll at 23a27c per lb.
(’ll EESE—We quote tine factory cheese at Hie; fancy
dairy 14 !-2al5e; fair to good factory at 12 l-2al4 1 -tic; fair
to good dairy 10al3c; common do 8a 10c per lb.
EGGS—We qnote Eastern at 33c per doz; Western 2*
a30c; limed dull at 10:i20c.
19 DOANE ST.
BEANS—We quote choice Western hand-picked pea
beans at $2 G2:i2 87 per bush; Eastern do at $2 75* choice
It O 8 T i) N.
hand picked mediums $2 12a2 15; common pea $2 25;
lyrll
common mediums $1 75; marrow beans at $2 50 per bush
mean business and will
POULTRY—We quote Western Turkeys at 20a21e for
choice; 18c for good, and 15c for common. Chickens 12
the
advertised to
until
l-2a!8o for Western and 20a22o for iuferior Northern.
FRESH MEAT—We quote Western Beef at 10al2c
for prime heavy sides,8al0c for light do. Eastern Mutton
March 1st.
sells at 5il0c, and Brighton dressed at 10al3c per lb.
Dressed Hogs are firm at 0 3-7al0 l-8c.
MANUFACTURED UY
APPLES—We quote Western Apples from store at
$4a4 50, aud Natives at $4 per bbl.
HAY—We ouote prime Northern and Eastern $2Ga27;
WM.
HOOPER &
per ton; 20a2l; for New York; 1G*I7 for Inferior, ami
Me.
f 30 lor Straw.
t,)r I'lia-Lht.
:jia';
ll.iliiiinii'i-, >1.1,
conr or belimnt.

to

a

A

Branch Vest

#116,uw
nl.o.

they

GOODS.

our

Contra Cr
Merchandise,

of tills writ with this order thereou

general slaugh-

the Prices of

ter

TUK OW.N'Kl; CAN 1IAVK TUK SAMIby proving property to the subscriber.
3w3R
C. .1. HALL.
Belfast, Feb. 2, 1871.

UNDERSIGNED, beg leave to announce that
they have opened a branch VEST SHOP at Monroe,
ill the store lately occupied by Timothy Mayo, the better
DIED.
to accommodate their customers and those wishing to
work tor them living in that locality. There will be
kept in connection with the above a large and desirable
[ Obituary -iotic.au, 'layond the date, name and a ye,must stock of goods of all kinds. Also the krover A
be p a i dfo r.)
Ilakrr and llavi* 8m lugacliinr*. By uplu Waldoboro, lltli inst., Air. Levi Moody, aged ‘.Ki right dealings they hope to merit the labor ot tin unin
limited
number
ot
N
est
Makers.
good
years f> months. Air. Moody was the oldest person
Waldoboro.
In Islesboro, Feb. (ith. Capt. Elisha
years ('» months and ad days.

a

of Belfast.

500 per cent.

In Waterville, 7th inst., Mr. (leorge A. Alden of
gusta, anil Alias Alary E., daughter ol lion. D. L, Alilii
ken ot Waterville.
In Thomaston, 11th inst., Air. Melvin Parker of Thomastou, to Alias Hattie L. Smalley of Boston.
Ju South Liberty, Feb. 1», by E. Prescott, Es<j., Air.
Horace Nash and Miss Ester Robinson, both ol South
Liberty.

We have made

_

J

City

lb per cent, less

offered before.

ever

ou

la.uu

published three weeks successively In the Republic**..
Journal, a public newspaper printed at Belfast, lu the
County of Waldo, the last publication to be not loss than
thirty days be'ore the next term of this Court, to Gu
holdon at licit ist, within and tor the County of Waldo,
on the third Tuesday of April 1871, that said Ddendaiiu
may then and ihere appear aud answer to said suit if

Crash 8 cts. per yard.
Table Linens marked down.
than

bill of

settlement of ucets. ffluo
to Boston and baek on your
on

#6.1 U
>
Waldo, ss.,
Sup. .lud. Court, Jan. lerin, 1871. )
Ordered. Hint the Plaintiff'give notice to thu Infondants ol the pendency oi this suit by causing un at

10x4 A W Blankets 3,BO pet pair.

—-

World

By

Oct. 11.

Cross,

iicune is in luck, lie has struck ile without bor- and for sal*
by the PITT, <|UAKI or Cr ALLOT,
ing anybody. Benne's Pain Killing Magic Oil is Also Cruckern, Pitklew. Hettliupii,
be
his "Oil Bank and Oil City without the smell of sides a good assortment of fruit and confectionery.
(lil." Benne’s Magic < >il is an institution, a necesTe\t door to «l»o Court House.
sity. A certain cure for all kinds of pain.
tt32
Belfast, Maine,
2 JT' Undertakers grow rich and grave yards reck
with the mouldering bones of thousands who pre- WATSTTKL)!
maturely fall as victims to those relentless destroyONF. OR TWO BOOK AGENTS <»F KXPERI
ers, Catarrh, Bronchitis and Consumption. The
two latter diseases are but the children of the for- once and ability to canvass Belfast mi l Towns in the
mer, which is easily and surely cured by using vicinity for
Hr. Sage’s ( atari'll Bemedy, while for the cure of
Races of
in all
of the
the two latter diseases nothing equals Hr. Pierce's
Alt. Kxt. or Holden Medical Discovery. Both
A
1i.i.l.stkAti:i>
Voi.l.mk
ot
1500 pages.
splendidly
medicines are sold bv druggists, or the ( atari'll
iu one day.
One agent in Massachusetts cleared
Bemedy may lie obtained by enclosing sixty cents
Gtlicr agents are making a clear profit of
to
to Dr. 'll. V. Pierce, Buffalo, X. V.
per day.
We have a large assortment of Standard Subscription
Signs of the Zodiac. A philosopher in the Books and we want energetic agents iu every town and
West, grown into admiration of the Cherry Pec- county. Send lor our descriptive circulars and terms to
BURR & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.
toral, writes Dr. Ayer for instructions under agents.
which sign he shall be bled, which blistered, and
> L ti li Vt! ITII * < 0.4 L !
winch vomited, and under which he shall take
Ayer’s Pill* for an affection of the liver: also under
At wholesale or retail at the lowest market price by
winch sign his wife should commence to take the
Sarsaparilla for her ailment, lie adds that lie alA. J. HARRIM'AN & CO.,
ready knows how to wean his calves under Taurus,
change his pigs in Scorpio, cut his hair in Aries, No. 60 Main St..Belfast, Maine.
Feb. H, If-:i.
tl.i-i
and soak his feet in Pisces or Aquarius as their
condition requires.
Schoolmasters, start for Wisconsin, and visit
Mr. II nil when you get there. [Lowell Daily
Iniiy
News.
oil*.’]. IS HEREBY GIVEN, tint copies of the
l| Voting Lists ol this citv have been posted as r>
Mrs. Graham. Kate, where
A Morning \ isir.
•
for tin* inspection id the legal voters, vu
is your mother, this morning? Kate. She is in tjtu* juiivd,
Wards I 2 & 3
at the Post Office.
kitchen making mince ].ics, .Mrs. G. Why Kate:
Ward
4
at Wm. E. Mitchell’s Store.
you suprise me! Mrs. Crocker told me only a few
Ward
5
at Janies E. Burgess’ Store.
days ago that she was quite sick, and able t" be
about. Kate. Oh yes; she has been quite sick;
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Clerk.
but the day after Mrs. C. was here, ma sent for a
2w32
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1871,
bottle of Plantation Bitters, and has taken it
three times a day since, it worked like a charm,
is
better
she
and
she
ma
than
and
says
stronger
lias been for years. She thinks it the best medicine in the world, and wants me to take some; Full Particular* and four valuable
samples sent
but it is so awful bitter I do not like it. I have by mail on receipt of .»0 Eoiih for postage &e.
it
but
me
it
several
such
an
Aililre**
FI4H
EDO4
taken
A
IK,
times,
gives
apLurk Box 1*2.
petite that 1 tell ma her mince pies will not last
2w30*
Augusta, Maine.
long. Mrs. G. Good morning, Kate. Give my
love to your mother, and tell her she is sate so
long as sin1 has Plantation Bitters in the house.

To balance due
business,

j

Shawls

Dr.

1870,

Sept.

sacrificed.

Portland, by

Grekrtio

e.ri

Mjajlmsctts,

....

.....

respective Count las

jars;

Simonton Bros & Co.

...

....

Deputies,

...

£ur*

Oldest
Company
Among recent nominations by tbe (inventor arc
I
the following—
.4. BIIGU STEH, President.
H. T. NTEERE, Seuetarv.
Trial Ins.
.lames Libby, dr., West Troy.
J If. W tmEI, Amixtnut lecretuif.
d. 1*. (.(.
•lames S. liana mail. Belfast,
J. P. 1*.
Samuel Tarbox, Westport.
Ansrit.-Vi T OF S r AT KM I; NT .Tan. l>t, 1 s71
Trial du-.
Samuel M asson. Surry,
d. P, (^.
Win. Hand, Uouldsboro',
ASSKTS.
I. P.
(Jeo. L. Hosmcr, Deer Isle.
Not Pub. Stocks and Bonds,.$349,508 00
d. C. Lcavenseller, Thomaston,
in hands ot Agents, 10,280 77
in
Bank
and
Cash on hand,
5,437 L
Choate, tbe Newhuryport lir -bug, lets been sen- Interest due and accrued,
Other Assets not above enumerated,
8,420 40
tenced to the state Prison for life.

....

MAINE.
of our

LOMM AISD YOC to attttdi tlie
goods or eauu*
Mayo and Benjamin F. Tyler, both
ui
nostou, in the C ounty oi Suffolk and Commonwealth
merchants and copartners under th*
st>lo of Mayo & Tyler, to the value of six hundred do.'
and summon the said defendants fif
they uav be
found within your precinct,) to
appear before our Justice
Supreme Judicial Court, next to be Golden at
Belfast, witlnn and for the County ot Waldo, on the
Gfst 1 uesday ot January next, then and there
in tnu
said Court to answer unto
George L. Uavner of Winter
pori in said County ot Waldo, Master Mariner, in a pie*
ot the case, lor that said defendants at said Belfast
cmj
the day of the purchase of this writ
being indebted to
the Plaintiff in the sum of fifty-three dollars and
thirtythroe cents according to the account
annexed, thee ami
there in consideration thereof, promised the Plaintiff to
pay him that sum on demand,
Also for that said Defendants, at New York, to wit *i
said Belfast, on the sixteenth day ot March 1*70,
by thanthem signed tor a
agreement in writing of that dite
valuable consideration to them paid by the Plaintiff,
promised and agreed to pay to one Win. K. Morrill, an
acceptance which said Morrill then held against the P>ff
for the sum ot three hundred and
twenty-two dollju-*
and nineteen cents and relieve said PUT. from all
liability
on account of said
acceptance. Yet said Defts. although
said acceptance has long since became due and
payable,
and although there requested, said Defts. have not
paid
the same or relieved the PHI. from all
liability on the
same, but PUT. has beeu compelled to pay the same to
said Morrill.
Y’et though often requested, the said
Defendants the same have not paid, but neglect and r*
fuse so to do, to the damage of the said Plaintiff us L.
says the sum oi six hundred dollars, which shall then
and there be made to appear with other due damage.
And have you there this writ with your dolugs therein
Witness, Jonathan G. Dickerson, Esquire, at Be*
fast, the twenty-fifth day ot November, in the yeu* o;
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seveuty.
*S. L. MILLIKKN, Clerk,

Wma?*„

Their entire stock has been mark-

a

lieve it. for it lias been said once or twice
(before, and only to see him attempting to
solve another prinliral <lijficu/li/ within a
short period. As Benedict, when he said he

/-w\if

Capital, 300,000 Dollars. ed down.
in Connecticut.
Stock

■

credulity to such an extent ? Or is it not
more probable that Mr. Roberts is a friend of
th,- family'—perhaps a brevet cousin of Mrs.

in oi Pm

Comp'f,

State Fire Insurance Go.

either ot their

or

ORB I C II, C O X X
Chartered May 1803.

appointment oi Mon, r,. M. l, mens
Colleetorship ot Belfast, gives the
hard to impress upon a customer that he could sell
i,nisi emphatic satisfaction to the faithful in
A girl 17 years of age. employed in a paper milt
this vicinity, who long have yearned with at Hamilton, Ohio, fell Ittrotigli a trap door on Sat- goods cheaper than others, “because we don't adFor Sale.
urday, from the third floor, into the hopper used vertise!”.AVe noticed a number of strange 15th
an irrepressible yearning for an opportunity
4 PE 1180T WI8UIT6i TO <WO ITTO
Aphonia. One of my daughters, who had enfor grinding rags, and was literally torn to pieces. amendments on the streets lately, and learned that
into
the
scrofulous
vaccinate officially
tirely lost her voice, was advised by a friend to use
THE
Outagamie county, AVis., lias a sclioolma’am wltoi they belonged to the corn and flour vessels, unite a Fellows’ Compound Syrup of IIypophos-v Mt-iii ot Waldo vftdiealisin, llie great moral
walks seven miles to school and returns by the fleet of which have lately arrived.It is
one
hour
after
the
first
dose
and
pihtes,
taking
“tipper
same convevance in the evening.
FRUIT & CONFECTIONERY
t is •».i exclusively personified in Stockton
topper" sleighing now.Alden is figuring lip oil her voice was completely restored.
J. S. ARMSTRONG.
The New York Democrat says: “Mrs. Donnelly, the Ball, and will soon declare a dividend for the
business, will do well to call on mo before going into
1 Mysses, the great
of
action
l’lie
ji.,:itiriaiibusiness elsewhere, as I wish to leave lor the South ini
Grecnhead, X. B., January, 1n(!7.
ol Philadelphia, lias left this vale of tears petstockholders.......Some of our fast nags arc haying
in making an appointment kerosene
m likisl
\
I,
mediately. A lease of the building will be sold with the
express, owing to the fact that her tire
goods. This shop is doing a good business, and a young
wonld not burn alone. They found a piece of the a chance to let themselves out a little. We noticed
man with
small capital will do well to invest.
diametrically ojiposite to his advanced eiiti
which contained the fluid in an adjoining coun- “Lady Chapman" and “Jane” doing a little stepMARRIED.
JSearsport, Feb. 3, 1871. 2w31 F. E. WHITCOMB.
Iras of civilization is a serious matter of ty, and on it, in large letters, was
‘non-explosive.’ ping Tuesday.
In this city, by Rev. Wooster Parker, Feb. 15th, Air.
Can it he possible that Hannibal This is the kind to buy.’’
dure
WATC JI_FOU N1).
Information having been received that Hanley, Foster S. Allen ol Boston, Mass., to Miss Kate J. Poor
Tite married women of Brownstown, fnd., have
of Belfast. [No Cards.
amt Kugene have imposed upon his innocent
the fellow who stole the sailboat Bloomer, was
held a
in which
AuI in-

j_i

STATE OP

WALDO, SS.—To the Sheriffs

practice stopped.

Hark Caribou, of TOO tons, was launched from
the yard of Colecrd, Berry A Co., Stockton, on

came

ORBAT

22 to 25
70 Chickens, per lb
25 to 00
275 Ducks, per lb,
15 to IS
1.26 Geese,
00 Eiayperton,
$18 to 22
1.00 Lime,
$1.25 to 00
35 to 42
U) Washed Wool,
25 to 33
75 Unwashed Wool,
40 to 00
35 Pulled Wool,
0o Hides.
7 7-4 to 00
Id 2-3 to 00
00 Cali'Skina,
00 Sheep Skins,
50to$l
10 Wood, hard,
$5.50 tofl.OO
1.00 Wood, soil
$1.00 to 00
4 to 5
00 Dry Pollock,
8 | Straw,
$8 to 10

------

our

mechanics are
number have gone to Massachusetts within a
lew weeks, and more are going.
Idle baejue Caribou, launched by Colcord.

latter company elects Directors, and will increase
the number.

Bay

on

found, and

05 to
Directors of the Belfast and the Maine Central road Bailey,
2.00 to
Beans',
takes place until after the 22d, as on that day the Marrowfat Peas,1.00 to
55 to

statistics at hand. I.et our friends bear
in mind that we have a charter to push a
as we remember it, we shall never forget the
road between these two, and compete with long
first eel we caught. Me were sitting on the cap of
$378,718 34
the Central at the very sources of its pros- the
wharf with our line in the water some fifteen
LIABILITIES.
The funeral of Shepard S. Stevens, who commitperity. We can make special rates for feet below us, our hook bailed with a clam's bead, ted suicide in New York, took place in .Bangor,, Unpaid Losses,.$33,729 25
attended. It is stated by bis triends
iw COX & FIELD.
Agents, Belfast, Maine,
freight trom all points in this region by rail (according to Bobbins) when we felt a bite and and waiclargely
that tlid money which he left to pay his daughter’s
to Belfast and thence by steamers to Boston. pulled. As our hook came to the^surfneo, an eel
cost of bringing his remains home.,
and
the
OF
expenses
STATEMENT
CONDITION OF
J
\\
shall thus get what we have a right to made his appearance and commenced climbing up was -toll'll by some one who had access to his ef!
feels
in
the
New
York
Tombs,
our line, baud over band, with
leaving
his.daughter
great speed, and
have, and what we set out to realize.
receive assistshot into the air ten feet above our head and fell without means, anil obliging her to
"
from a friend in that city to convey the reWe are not among those who believe
ance
upon tlie wharf, where for fifteen minutes lie exe- mains home.
WORCESTER, MASS., Jan. I, 1871.
the
future
breathe
in
that we are to live and
cuted such steps as would have drawn tears from
Bank Stock,
$73,050 75
onlv bv special permission of the MaiVte the eyes of a French dancing master. We then
Two excited ladies of the African persua- Railroad Stock,.17,050 00
State Bonds,
5,000 00
Central company. Affairs have not yet come grasped it to get our hook hut it slid through our sion were overheard in earnest conversation U. S. Securities,.05,080
02
One
said
:—“I)e
of
like;
on
the
fall
a
dose
of
Loan
on Collateral,
it
hand,
covered
0,300 00
Vicksburg:.
quick-silver,
leaving
it
to 1he- point that
0,308 OU
The other profanely Cash,.
with a coating of slime which we have since learn- kulled sojurs took it.”
5o0 00
Office Furniture,.■■-dotli bestride the narrow world
<>. Premiums
it.”
Sis
(iranl
took
ed
is
[N.
the
basis
of
ly
in
3,400 30
Agents hands,
Spaulding's celebrated glue. We replied:—“l!
bike a Colossus, and we petty men
Accrued interest.
12500
Times.
cut off that eel and found our line much knotted
Walk under its huge legs, and peep at suit
To find ourselves dishonorable graves."
and tangled. We counted eighty-seven different
$100,275 23
I IABILI I IKS,
Belfast has a vantage point that cannot lie kinds of knots. If there be any one who doubts
Health aiul Long Life. Among tlie many preparations that have been recommended for this pur- Capital,.$104,800 00
carried.
Courage, persistence, patience, this story, we can soon convince him of its truth, pose, none, it is believed, lias proved as efficacious Losses,
7,330 13 112,130 18
by showing him the exact spot where we sat when as Plantation Bitters. This wonderful vegelabor, will set us right.
Surplus,.
84,080 05
we caught that eel!
table tonic appears to contain all the elements nec- Amount|at Risk,.
7,320,087 00
of
the
the
staminal
to
essary
Premiums
sysstrength
one
into
the
keep
up
business of trapping eels
thereon,
105,026 08
Any
going
it from the damaging effects of
An important step has been taken toward
W. 8. IUVI1, Preiident.
for the meat or skins, which by plugging the eyes tem, "and to protect
vicissitudes of temperature and other unhealthy
T. €\ CTI081B V. Jr.^eiretarv.
the settlement of the Alabama claims. A arc handy to have in a family, had better discard influences to which we are all more or less exposed.
COX & FIELD, Agents,
the
The
line
and
iuvigoratingandregulating
prophimself
extraodinary
with
an
eel spear,
provide
lw
correspondence within the last few weeks,
For Belfast and Vicinity.
erties of the preparation adapt it especially to the
between Thornton, liritish minister at Wash- which is as deadly at a short range of twenty feet condition of the old and feeble, whose lamp of life
as the needle gun.
Spearing eels is dreadful un- is burning low, and requires a nutritious stimulant
ington, and Mr. I'ish, begun with a view of
no

mission.
All the claims growing out of the
the decline of American ship buildrebellion, including those for losses by gotten. and his saving—“ there’s eels under them
the
Atlantic
sea
been
has
traversing
ing
Mr. Ftirgerson”—will be remembered as
liritish subjects in the south, are to ho passed fence,
■ oast
towns in a most luxurious manner, to
long as eels continue to wiggle.
the commission.
It is hoped and
A an article of food, eels are a mooted <|iiestion.
ascertain what every intelligent man in upon by
believed that a full settlement of these A person either likes them or lie
don't; there is no
America knows already -that the extinction
troublesome questions will result.
half way; he is never conservative in this matter.
of American shipbuilding is owing to the ex
Allowing one relishes them, we should say that
isting prohibitory tariff. The remedy is not
mittee

BSiLFAST PIERCES ( E'RREXT.
Mrs. Alden, wife of Hiram 0. Alden, Esq., who
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
has been in feeble health for sonic years, died on
Belfast, Wednesday, Feb.15 ,1871.
Friday last.'* Site was an estimable lady, long an Flour,
10 to 11
$8.00 to 11.00 Round Hog,
1.00 to 1.05 Clear Salt Pork,
ornament to society, and wilt be sincerely mourned Com Meal,
$23 to 25
0 to 8
1.25 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
Meal,
Bye
friends.
of
by her large circle
7 toy
1.00 to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
Rye,
25 to 30
105 to 101 Turkeys, per lb,
It is doubtful if the conlercnee between the Corn,

Oo.,

Belfast,

testament ol Jonu
than Treat, late ol Frankfort, In said County, deceased,
will sell at Public Auction, at the store of E. P. Treat,
in said Frankfort, ou Wednesday the eighth day of
March next, at eleven o’clock, A. M
so much of the
real estate ol which said Johathan died, seized or po
ssessed as will produce the sum ol twenty-nine thou9aud
dollars.
WILLIAM TREAT, Executor.
1871.
Winterport. Jan.
j.yiQ

signed,

OF THE PERIOD-IN TWO PARTS ,!
i.
im light in!
How are you Fred?
:nd a ehair. and have a light.”
\
II, old hoy, ivco\ -n d yet
n l lie blathers jam la.-tjnight ?**
in*t dance. ’li« (i mail's old."
i Jidn't \mi?
! liad to lead--■. lin Imre; hut \vh< re were you?"
e ii Mill with Mol lie Meade :
Mill** girl she is—
-a; I -he didn’t are to dam e,
*i h’al her liavi a pith! chat—
'I Ik
tell a ghui « ;
Ik i i\ e me
>
w hen you I nit l elt-a red the room
\
:• j iii
1 a!! the chairs,
I.
lug i:.Av!e r else, w e t\\ <»
ok moss, --ion of the stairs;
I V- •!-;
the lower step,
M11! 1.e on 1 !:e iu xt ahove :
( i a\ e ll)e hel* houqiiet to hold—
\skeil me to draw off her glove,
l iieii, of eijtirse, 1 squeeze*! tier hand.
T ilk about inv wasted life,
iid my sole salvation must
!’.>• a true and gentle wife,
i it* n you know. 1 used my eyebelie \ ed in. every word ;
\lniosi -aid slu* loved me—dove!
S'l -h a \'iiiri' I never heard—
I\!
UK* some symbolie llower,
11. 1 a meaning, oh 1 co sweet;
’i:*t know what it is. I'm sure
Must have dropped it in the street,
.w
l -poonied 1 and she-Mia ! ha I
\\ *■11,1 know it wasn't right.
1
:
-h* -lid helieVe 1110 so,
II:.! I
lii-ht
hi— 'd her -pas*,
11.
v.*lli* M.'iide, Weil I declare !
U !i«•"* 1 have thought <»t seeing v.*n,
: i' w hat occurred last night.
< ’ill Im I’e oil the a\ * Mile.
>!:
.*u av. In), awful girl:
I !i.■ e- d m'i l.lusli—1 saw il all."
i\\ all what?"
”Ahem—last night
\i tic• Matlier's. in the hall."
you horrid—when* were you!
Wa-n'i he an awful goose?
M'i'l m*ni iiiii*I he ••aught, Imt lie
I: :n his n
k right in the noose.
! u as almost *!■. ad to dance—
I'd have done i! if 1 eollld
il **lt 1 (; r iy '.aid 1 must stop,
\ n> i 1 promised ilia 1 wouio:
I looked up. sweet, and >aid
thru
I rather talk with him.
I Ion he didn't see m> fac.
Luckily, the lights w«*re dim ;
i'!i- ii ln»w he squeezed inv hand—
\ ti 1 |i*- !■• hi d il]> in mv face
!i ?.i !o\ -'y, great hig e\v- ;
i«‘ illy, it's
dreadful case
! !••
:s :iil e,truest too
thi: I 1111 • 11111 I'd have to laugh,
n a 11.* kissed a llower
1 gave,
j. >..king— oh 1 like <ueh a * alf.
J
uj•;*<>-, he has it now.
i
Wine-glass, on hi' Mi-h e<.
mv>tery !o me
vYiiy nil’ll will *1 -i v« 1 heinselVcs.
■.
him hi-- m<*! < *h. \ on wreadi—
Ii qevd so lull’d lot’ one,
\. e11. n
‘.n I 1 IliougliL thejv'd no one know.
I lei him—.just for uu.
■

—

■

«

«

''

know ii wasn’t really right
1
irifle wif h hi*, feelings, dear,
eon
at,. 1 things,
n are
■

need

|

-on once a

year."

PANSIES.
nl' 1 lull, • 11:111 k t!u‘ wine
'ini' M. where the '<■:!

Hill'll',

•

:n-

.il
il-is —:In lavnreil elunt"Men
I
1 l|
Hovel all'! I ill-ll.itt tell'lel lv
I la,-- vimr velvet lips 1 ■ mine:
I hail the Ml -"age that yon hronsht:
!!v:iI lie o', r my Mini the IllV'lie 'i 11
1

M

".il

(if* I■,v'

itii'i"then thoiwiit.

lew many gran.1 processions swept
the western slope'\
I l.e.v many ilew.v i wiligiil ki jit
1
tiini
liim ii *!ie:
1
’1 ..Mr iii
.!"! iii wlii'i'ering In'eezes wail
"!i ear
hini. as they 'iieil,
1
■Ini ai. tV.nil tin 1 ."Men 1 .ale.
I’.. lii'ii! "in* l-urv lj air

1

.■

1

Pail'll -. l*h ll ill I'li'. 11 dyes,
I 1 r.mi lying near hi' Iii" ■.
niii'nn*' ill his a/ure eyes.
V, iiaf '"ill \ .ii i* worth eclipse I
Wli ,1. .inr!i 1 iig". tlii' irite heart shall he
v
:!il .11. I" him repeat
'•!
iinntlei'eil mystery—
■!
!
you have found 'll sweet
>.

1

\ :..I

I-

.■

1

1
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THEOHY

vs.

I

PRACTICE.

■

I'.iloi

1

Dn

'J.

M

E'

r,

I" -5
6
;

FANCY

H3W fQ

■■1 luivo no intention to be disrespccttnl.
sir: Imi I know that :i horse under-hinds hi'
mvn business—which is handling a held on a

ling!

mi.

us

a

from Phiiu-h
i• r tr.bh-.
a. churches.

Par-

y,

«

ij.bi.i. every

It cost the professor thirty even dollars
and fifty cents to ascertain how much horse
power he represented
—
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For Infiauinaator' and Chronic Rhrumnfi^m and Gout, Dyspepsia or Indigestion,
Bilious, Remittent nml intermittent Fevers,
Diseases of the Blood. Liver, Kidneys, ami
BSndde r, these Bitter* haw bmost successiill.
Such Diseases are caused by Vitiated
m-r: lly :>r-11
m rangem -nt
Blood, winch, is

e

•. ■

Fi A > \Y F'

dH

>.
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l<]! >S late.
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DRIGGS & BRO S
OF FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS,
AND SUMMER FLOWERING BULBS
f«»«

i«»s

:*> :uly tor mailing by tv- n
idle of .January, notith-dandiug our great lo.- ■•: type, piper, on_• ravings,
\e
bv tire, which destroyed the b-h Printing otliee cf

Will b

w

i (‘hr,<ni ‘/ :_\">th Uecenib* v,
tlie llocliester /><m irrat
It will be jiriided on a. mast elegant new tinted
w
illi nearly
paper, and illustrated
Five llnailiiiul l>r:gbi.»t

•■

W ill he ready 1 send out in d ine m v. The ( h: ohm w ill
r.-pre.- -in Fort)-1 wo \'ariei,.- «•( showy and popular
l'.o .vers, ot natural si/.-* ami celor. We design to make
it the he*i Pl.de of Flowe rs ever issued. S
P.ix'.’l
inehe
i'i:'- ret id aim- Wouh! he at h ast Two ! oil n
w e
hall, however, furnish it lo s-ivoims-rs a! b centp'-r copy, and oil. r ii as a Premium upon order.-? lots'
!-. Sc* •' ,t .! igm- 'vh -u e.ut.
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Druggists and Gen. Agents,
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Medical i

I

(».,

ban Francisco, Cui.,
Street, New York,

i

-burgh,
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PHF3S.

lor her present wants.
Inn
cr,
miinlier oi people go to Stewart’s
s
on
money Ilian this, toss things

■:■ ■ i 1.

'l’he Newark (Ohio) Advocate lakes tinright view of the matter when il a-serls that
II 1
the lies! way ot carrying on a political < am
ai deal and give a good many
paigu
successfully; yea, the only way. is In
The lady’s inten- the
W' llh ol tronble.
eireulationof tin* press. Ifs'renmrks aviIt was a run
Imwcvcr. was different
so pertinent licit we
quote them below. Il
a yard
or two of something
oivn :
a,
says:
I'm
iv w '\. of whic'.i she had

SOLITARY HABITS,
consequence*';
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS
Incident to Married and Single LadiesS EC RE V AND DE LK A 1 E DISORDERS ;
Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all diseases ol tin
-kin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body: Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints ; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth am.' the man ad
,-aaci .1, at ill ages, ot
B<>111 SE\ ES, SINGLE OR M A \lR 1 F1>.
NI>

■

1

purchased
Women rarely

“As

•»?

t

h

i‘IUVATE MEDICAL (‘EEL E,
21 Eadii'ott Slreei, ftiHton. .V2,m*.
is

so

arranged that patients

never see or

hear each oilier

Recollect, the only entrance to his cilice i- l¥o. *21. hav
:ng no connection with his residence, consequently no
iamily interruption, so that on no account can any person
lesitate applying at his olUe.e.

of course, il-n-iuin-uis ar, very d.-sirtthlv, Imi tin* mail or i-ommiUcc that expi-i'-ts n,
-any an idi-t-lion bv iin-ans of spei-i h--' an-l pnniI'hlels -1 i s 1 ii I >i 11 ei I during a campaign, is painfully
di'ccivcd. Wi* repeal our remark, licit lliese will
do very well as incidents of a campaign. Imi tingreat work of changing voters from oiu* j on ly t >
another is done ncillier bv slump sp,..-in Ihevi* ol an election, nor by thousand
--}' paniphlcls
put afloat after (lie min-l of tin people i- well lna-lup. I’ irlier work' i- nci-ile-l. < 'tia:iL-"--s of mind
an accomplished gradually.
What ttic* Democratic
jitirty of nliio needs and requires, is an immediate
increase of the circulation of Democratic newspaflic winter and
pers ill every oimty in the State,
early spring months arc the season for accomplishing this. These an* tin* periods in which the voters
of Hie State have by far the great e-t amount of lime
to devote to reading,
finpri-ssi-ms maile during
this time—line upon line and precept upon pivi-ep!
—are uni like to be obliterated, and prepare tinway for the -strong meat' served in tin- heat of the
a

c<.

matter

Slotitc.)

hrn'yen r.<.

Hook for

ru'n

V <>/>/-•*.

CAN NOT Mi

lii.l.l AS r (or lii>S'i'ON c\.*ry .M moI.iv
o'clock 1*. M., making
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One

mi

.1
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From whom l
not sum-lied

t

These

good-4
lyHo

GET THE BEST.

r:1

fiKiitlt4 i-ci)(i!<r l£.%ii 14 w*. long '! <! thi or
ably know n to the public. :amis |ami unrivalh tilt is i!s i1, *|uif k< t, in aj•< >i, iin most natural, dm
and elb tuallhiir lhcinthe world.
It
able, haimb
colors hair or whi.-ki
brow n or black instantaueoual),
amt gr. os tin m a p« b etly natural aj qa-arnnce, ami is unattended with any injurious clltci. Regular puckiigt
with tail'll ami sponge complete, only ? 1 mi. (iK.O. C
<i(Uil)\\ IX \ CO. >ohl bv all druggists.
linos Id

atl'-nt i-»n ol persons making invest m»-nt
I
money is called to »he above very d**.-i ruble -i .*t;r?
he liomh run lor twenty years, at six per rent, inter
;t. in gold, and are secured upon tin ru.idUd oi tin
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand
dollars. Tin- whole amount ot these bonds to be issued!
is limited to one hundred and fitly thousand dollar;
each bond bearing a certifieate ot one ot the trust* r.
! hat. it is a portion ot the said limited amount
The money markets o: the world do not present a
better or safer security.
The.,, bond- are now oil. :vd for sab- on litu-ra: terms.
W. ! COLIHIllN Tr»a urer.
Ai p!> to
I
H*Ita-t dune 1. l.sro.
I7tt

sold

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
r Diseases ot* the Throat and Lungs,
such a3 Coughs., Colds, Whooping

h’

Cough, Bronchitis, Astmna,
and Consumption.
Probably never beio-e in the whole hi .-tora or
inedii ine, iia an> I him; won so w idely and -o deeply

npi.n the eoniidcn. e of mankind, as Mii^ evelle.n
reined i«>!* pidnioiiary corn plaint.'., i h rough a Ionin l among most of the races d
rerie
ot \i a
u higher and higher in their estimamen it has ri
become better known. It uniform
tion, a- it h
character and power to cure the various affection,
ni the lum; and throat, have made n know n u-> a
liable prote.-tor again-t, them. While adapted to
inild> ; torm-. of di -ea-e and to young children, it u
at the same time the most effertmd remedy that rua
be given tor incipient consumption, and the dan
a p,o
.ii
ath-etion oi the throat and lungs.
\i ;.»n again"t sudd n attacks of Iroujt. it should
ml
oe kept ci hand in every family, and indeed a
ometb-.n*
a:
subj a t<> colds and cough.-:, all
should be provided with this antidote for them
is thought ill
Although ell led
ui able, still great nmnbci s ot cu.-cs w here the *ti
have
been
-reined
sett
led.
ea-e
completely curvd.
I tb
patient restored to sound health’ by the
/ /n
So complete is its nm.--.tem
iof rortoral.
over the disorders of the Lungs and Throat, licit
the most obstinate ot them yield to it. \S hen noth,
in a- el-,- could reaeh them, under the Chrrrij IVctor a l they subside and disappear.
Sittt/rrs 4iml
Sprrthcrs find great protection from it.
istlnmi i- al-.wv
relieved and often whollv
cured bv if.
Urom h ii.<
•nerall.
u>vd i«\ taking the
m
1'h r/'.y t‘‘<•(>o
-.nail and frequent doses.
si> generally are its virtue- knowai that we need
not publish the ei-i ineates of them here, or do inou.
than a- are tin- public that it
qualities are hilly
••

WM

BURR1LL & CO

P.
In order

u.\ l uti

to

*-s ot

i*\\(’11 .ri’i i:s_

1’oHSHtUfition

Nave commenced tin* .Mount a-ture of

tr xj nxr k: js
all

In

Varieties ami
IN'

Si4»t»k lor Sriiervhoil).

Ki tii..: Si
fin
tile j- ivnuire ot wish to know, but
w hat is fuily expedited, and main matter.*, ot the most
imp-.i mid at;.: interesting character are introduced to
whi- ii He a 1 In i-1n veu can be found in any other woihs
All the Nias 1»! 4 .»\ i... 1
in our language.
of the author. whose e\»’e: ienco is such a a probably never betore
tell to the lot"I any man, an-given i.t full. No person
should be without llx-e *. aluab’c book-.
"Vai.i a 1 ’■ 1.!•; liooivs.
We have receive, the valuable
medical works published !iy the Peabody dedioal lnsti
tute. These book- are id actual metit, aid should timi
a
place in evuy intelligent taini!v. They are not the
cheap order ol abominable trash, publish, d by irresponsible parties, and parch ee l to gratify e urse tastes, Im«
are written bv a responsible prop -sional gentleman 4>t
eminence, as a -..me oi instruction on vital matters,
\ists. 'The imconcerning which lamentable igmo'.-tm
portant subnets presented are treat id with delicacy,
ability, and cai. and, as an appendix, many 11 set ill pr«c,„
script ions for prevailing complaints ie added."
/lepubli<-<tn, /.ane.aster, _Y. //,
The author oi these books is one ol ti e most learned
and popular ply. siciau ot the d.-.y, and i*
ntit1-d to the
gratitude ol -mr race lor these invaluahie prodindion-',
li seems to be his aim to induce men and women to
avoid the came of those diseases to whi. h they are 1:1jeet,and he tells them just how and when to’do it.'
Chronicle, 1'ariiiinytoii, Maine, Sept, 7. I s-iu,
Father book sent by mail on receipt ot price.
N. IK The Author of the above named medical works
if tin Fhiet' Consulting Physician oi the Poabodv Midi
cal Institute, ami is so con-t int y omplo’<d in consultation with invalids from all parts of the country, that he
has no time to attend io mere business details. There
tore ill letters Humid he uiidnvxd to the PKAliODA
M KD1F A i. INSTITPTK, or Dr. \\\ M. PAR K KR th.
-Medical Assistant of tie Author, and his Hushe -s
Agent, who, as w. Has the Author him.sell, mav be --on
.-tilted on all disiai es re-ptiritur skill, secrecy and es
pi rience.
INVIOI Vl-.u- .Sin '1:1 '1A AM. ('t.ltl'AIN' Rl'III !
1 y r 17
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Styles,

Ol*

HFI.FAS I the we.-d side of rh**nlN: IJe.w, over Itlaek’Struw Fact or>
These Trunks are ottered to the public at u holesale *>r
retail, ami as cheap os they can be purchased sr Itostoii.
They at e arrauted to suit. I'ritnk** ana \ ;iIi-«••< made
to mh r.
t»o>i
■

>

Lie 1 last

.April .hi,

■

w. p. imnui.i.. & eo.
til
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maintained.

Ayers Ague Cure,
For Fever and Ague, Intermittent Fever.
Chill
Fever.
fL-miltonf
Fever, Dumb
Ague, Periodical or Bilious Fever, Ac.,
an l indeed all the affections which arise
from
malarious, marsh, or miasmatic
poisons.
\s its name implies, it doe- Cure, and doe.5 1 .»•;
( kmtaining neither Ar-enic.
el
Quinine. Bismuth.
/ei'. mol any other mineral or poisonous .suhslain
i!
u
in now i-e injure- am patient.
The
nmul <i and inipnrtanee ofil cures in the agile dia
t i
J it ••rail v hr oml a< count, ami \\e l>elie\ c
v ''hon; a parallel in the
hi.-tory of \gm* medicine
f »u :• p it -1
cutuied ! v flie nkiiow'ledgun nt u e
•ci\e of lIm ndi. ;•! cure- .-Mr.-ied in ob.-tiinU1
a-eand v. lies
otln
remedies li.nl w holly failed
t i.e.climated oe. m
either rr-ident in, o
traveller." ihr.uiah rmasm.de* hn-alitie will he pi
’• oe,| t
tal ::i. tie
il t: f
\t lt
daily
1 *’■ / ■' c
aii-imr from torindirv
l.e. e a
an ♦
iH i.t rein. h st inmlal.tk.'
t be I ■>'. e| l:;IO I.
111 ! \ .Id's !'
! or lai i'•: i).
,i
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oniplaint-, it t.i
"'-"hi i:i. !• i:ir.
trnlv tv
in ii kable
a tier mode me had failed.
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are
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CAUTION

—All genuine has tl. name
Peri vian
v^Mhot “Peruvian Park.”) blown in the >-!ass
A
dd-page pamphlet*.sent free. J. p. Din^jiokk
Proprietor, :jti hey St.. New Turk.
fcsold Ly all Drug:;ists.
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Plitliisic!

Flitliisic ?
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A1 ways
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the Phthisic

Relieves

Be* most 1 >i-dres:-ing cases of Phthi-ic in a few minutes
lnhal-al with the l»n ath, it goes directly to the J.ungi
ami air e.d Is nul relict i immediate and or lair

I», Ma v 1w iv.'i.
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A LECTURE
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hr ice sir cent>

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatments. Radical
< lire of Spcrnnl •; rh" a. or S. iuinul
Weakness, Involwn
tiny Biui sums, o Ait.it Debility, and Impediment*
■Man iage generally Nt ivmisucss, (’onsuiuption, Kpilcp
•**>'. and Pits ; Menial and Physical Incapacity resulting
It Abuse, \. ■. B\ BOBIBT .1. (Tl \ CCWKI 1
M. !>.. Author of the ‘-(ins n Book. Scc.
1 lie world-re now m d autlior, iu tin admirable 1 .< < tur<
clearly proves from lii> own e\perienct that the awful
t Self Abuse iu:i\ he etfectUttlly removed
eon-t .po nce
.ml witl-ml dangerous
vv it he in
me.licm
surgical
I rom m

operations, bougies, iu-iiininents,
once
pointing out a mod. ol < are
by which every sail, n ne matt er
may le, nun eniehim-. li ihnp!\

rings,

or

cordiuh.

etfectuai

certain and
what his Condition
piivatelv, m.l idi
I ms IF II i:k NYU I. Pl;o\T. A Boon ’ll*
eillv.
llul sA.NDs AND I llul >ANDS.
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the Publisher*.
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TO FEMALES IN
I’ll. Do'.\
riiysiei.i'i mol Surgeon, .No. 7 Kndlcoti
m
u.led «t illy lor all diseases incident
t, llo.-lon. i
the 1.male '\ -I. m.
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Digestive Organs,
DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION, HeadPain
in tho Shoulder--, Coughs, Tightness of the
ache,
Chest, Dizziness, S>ur Eructations oi the .Stomach,
Badtasf i:i the Mouth, Bilious Attacks. Palpitation
of the Heart. InfiammaC-ui of the 1.nags,Pain in the
regions of the Kuliev and a hundred other painful
Symptoms, arc the oil-pringsof Dyspepsia.
They invigorate the Stomach an i stimulate the torpid liver and bowels, which rentier them of unequalled
eilicacy in cleansing the blo«-d of ull impurities, and
imparting new life and v gor to the whole system.
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)iiil hotter than all the professors in the
t'nited Status. 1 was sent up hero by my
employer, who confides in in •. to take canof his property, il’ you will take the bii-iiit'sout of my hand-, and lie horse yourself, you
must be atiswerabh Ibr the consequences.'
The professor had a habit, when a little
excited, of giving a nervous twitch it lie
lapel of his coat with his right hand.
“I,” In- replied, with a most emphatic
twitch, “assume all responsibility."
The driver, in reality nothing loath to wilness
the operation, took out the horse and
held him by the bridle; and tin- pr--b -sur.
getting into the shafts, took h dd of lln-in at
the ends.
The forward carriage w.i' jus
descending the hill, and the hinder one a
little over the summit, w lieu the prof
or
trod upon a rolling stone, which can ed him
t'i plunge forward, and increased the velocity of his load so much that h" was forced to
walk Ulster than he desired. .an l exchange
the slanting po-iiioii with his shoulders
thrown well hack, and his feet braced which
lie had at first adopted, for a perpendicular
one.
At length he was pushed Into a run:
the carriages were going at a fearful rate.
At the bottom of the lull wav a brook; on
each side, preeipitou- bank-. The professor
between Krvlla and < harybod -. going
nine feel ill a leap.
In order In cramp the
forward wheel, he lurned suddenly to tb-j
right. The shags of the forwar ! carriage
went two feet into tile bank, breaking both
ol them short oil ; the ladling' of !lie hinder
one
slipped ; il ran into the forward outbreaking (lie fender; and both vehicles turned over down hill, willi :t tremendous crash,
the learned gentleman describing a parabola
one of his favorite figures, and
landing -onerods away. If- rose from the earl'll a dirtier and wiser man ; knees skilled, pants torn,
a
piece ol skin knocked off his fn-lr-ad, ami
his liisst hat Hat as a pancake underneath the
the hind carriage; and, looking round, ex
claimed
“I- it possible I could have been si in-a-h
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ml after Monday, Dec. .d, ID" trains will run
tween Belfast and Burnham as follow-:
Leave Belfast,7 A. M.; City Point,:.! A. M ; Hrm.k
j
;:.i: A. 31.: Thorndike, S- -" A. M.; Unit y. *> Ml A,.'I..
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